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This paper explores some of the reasons for dif TABLE CPS AND SOl ESTIMATES OF NET

ferences in the reporting of net income from farm SELFEMPLOYMENT INCOMES 19661978

selfemployment FSE in the Bureau of the Billions of Dollars
Censuss Current Population Survey CPS and farm

proprietors Schedule plus partnership income
Farm Nonfarm

from tax returns as estimated in the Statistics 501/ Soi
of Income SOl by the Internal Revenue Service

Year CPS SOI CPS
CPS SOI

IRS These are revealed by differences in both Pct Pct
aggregate income estimates and in their size dis
tribution In general estimates of farm income 1966 7.8 4.8 61.5 35.0 33.6 96.0

derived from the SOT are only third to half 1967 9.8 3.9 39.8 38.3 38.9 101.6

of the CPS and the SOT distributions show con 1968 7.7 3.7 48.1 43.8 41.1 93.8

siderably more inequality than the CPS particu 1969 8.5 4.2 49.4 43.6 41.9 96.1

larly in the number and proportion of farm units 1970 7.9 3.3 41.8 45.3 41.5 91.6

reporting breakeven zero income or loss

Previous work on farm income estimates has focus 1971 8.4 2.7 32.1 49.7 42.6 85.7

ed on the SOl and the U.S Department of Agri 1972 10.6 4.8 45.3 54.2 45.4 83.8
cultures USDA estimates of the net income of 1973 15.7 8.5 54.1 55.8 48.3 86.6

farm operators particularly on the estimates of 1974 12.8 6.1 47.7 59.5 49.4 83.0

gross receipts and expenses available from those 1975 11.9 4.4 37.0 61.5 49.1 79.8

sources After adjusting for differences in

the coverage of the CPS and IRS income concepts 1976 12.6 4.6 36.5 68.0 56.8 83.5

we find that the two estimates are much closer 1977 10.2 1.2 11.8 78.3 65.0 83.0

than fractions of 1/3 or 1/2 would suggest 1978 14.6 6.8 46.6 88.6 70.2 79.2

finding implied in other studies The USDA -------------------

estimate on the other hand substantially exceeds Source CPS Bureau the Census
the other two even after adjustments to align it SOl Statistics of Income Business
more closely with the population coverage and in Income Tax Returns various issues
come concept of the CPS or IRS

The paper is divided into five sections Section

presents reconciliation of IRS and CPS farm
CPS from 1966 to 1978 only twice is it over half

income aggregates The yeartoyear variability
of the CPS in this 13 year period

in the aggregates is examined briefly in Section

Section compares the IRS and CPS farm in The same kind of discrepancy on the other hand

cone size distributions for 1972 and suggests
is not apparent in the reporting of nonf arm self

reasons for their differences Limited evidence employment NFSE income on tax returns and in

on the consistency of reporting in the CPS and on the CPS The righthand panel of Table shows

tax returns by individual consumer units is pre similar comparison between the SOl and the CPS for

sented in Section brief summary is given in NFSE income In no year is the SOT as low as 79

Section percent of the CPS and averages 88 percent of the

CPS over the 13 year period

COMPARISONS OF IRS AND CPS AGGREGATES

These differences raise the question as to whether

The IRS farm income estimate derived from the SOI CPS farm income is too high or the SOI figure is

consists of the net income reported by farm sole too low relative to each other While the concept

proprietorships on Schedule of Form 1040 and by of farm income collected in the CPS appears to be

farm partnerships on Form 1065 plus payments to quite similar to that reported on tax returns
farm partners which together with the partners judging at least by the CPS enumerators in
share of the net income also reported by Form 1040 structions most of the differences in the left
on Schedule The CPS estimate on the other hand part of Table may well be accounted for by

hand is combination of amounts reported in differences in the coverage of the two estimates

personal interviews by household members about The CPS defines FSE income only in rather general

80 to 9OZ of the total and amounts imputed or terms and the concept is subject to rather broad

allocated to nonreporters whose longest employ interpretation by the respondent whereas farm

meat that year was farm selfemployment the income in the IRS has been defined and interpreted

remaining 10 to 20 percent Only net PSE more precisely in tax statutes and in both IRS and

incume is obtained in the interview court decisions Accordingly we identify and

measure farmrelated income in the IRS or other

The lefthand panel of Table compares aggregate
sources which is likely to have been reported in

farm income estimates for the two sources SOT
the CPS but not on farm proprietorship or part

farm income averages only 42.4 percent of the nership returns
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Table shows stepbystep reconcilation proce based on the ratio of DBDS livestock gains to USDA
dure for the years 1966 through 1978 Line livestock sales in 1973 Gains on sales of DBDS
is the net income of farm sole proprietors and livestock from Form 4797 are shown on line of

partners FSPP plus payments to partners as Table

shown in Table

small amount of farm income is received by per
Sons who for various reasons legal or illegal do

CPS enumerators instructions State that the net not file individual tax returns The only evi
cash fixed rent of farm landlords should be dence available on nonfilers income is from the

entered as net rental income while landlords CPSIRSSSA 1973 Exact Match EN file which in
net share variable rent is to be reported as dicates that in 1972 the CPS FSE income of non
FSE income For tax return purposes landlords filers was 4.5 percent of total CPS FSE income
who receive share rent report it either on In the absence of estimates for any other year we
Schedule or on Form 4835 and ultimately on have used the 1972 percentage to estimate nonfiler

Schedule depending on whether they actively income for other years The estimated net FSE

participate in the operation of the farm Not income of nonfilers is shown on line

until 1971 were nonparticipating landlords who

receive share rent required to file Form 4835 The adjusted IRS estimate of net farm income is
which is similar to Schedule in receipt and

given on line of Table FSE income from

expense detail before that date they were ex the CPS on line 10 is from Census Bureau

pected to report net rental income on Schedule tabulations Line 11 shows the percent the
Because time series on the number of Schedule adjusted IRS estimate is of the CPS estimate
and Form 4835 returns filed as well as compari
sons with other recipient series suggest that It can be seen from Table that our reconcili
most such landlords were filing Schedule Fs prior ation procedure accounts for much if not most of
to 1971 no adjustment is shown on line for the difference between the initial unadjusted SQl

years prior to 1971 and the CPS In 1973 the one year for which in
terpolations or extrapolations of the adjustments

Periodically IRS conducts an intensive audit were not necessary except for the nonfiler ad
study known as the Taxpayers Compliance Measure justment the estimates for the adjusted SOl and

ment Program TCNP with sample of tax returns the CPS virtually coincide In of the 13 years
In both the 1973 and 1976 studies net farm income 19661978 the adjusted SOl averages 91 percent of
from Schedule of Form 1040 showed an increase of the CPS with no year falling below 83 percent
approximately 40 percent with gross receipts in For the other fourl967 1970 1971 and 1977
creased and expenses reduced It seems more like the ratio of the adjusted SOl to the CPS averages
ly that CPS respondents report net income amounts only 67.6 percent with low of 58 percent in
that are closer to what they would have reported 1977
to IRS had their returns been selected for audit

rather than the amounts they actually reported on ABNUAL VARIABILITY OF FARM INCOME

their returns For example SOl NFSE income ad
justed for audit is very close to the CPS aver Another aspect of the difference in the reporting
aging only four percent more than the CPS over the of farm income is the greater yeartoyear van
same time period Since separate audit adjust ability in aggregate income reported on tax re
ment is not available for farm partnerships we turns than in the CPS Annual percentage changes
assume that the adjustment ratio for sole pro in the CPS and in the unadjusted and adjusted SQl

prietorships applies to partnerships as well are given in Table In only three years are the
Line consequently is 40 percent of line

percentage changes in the CPS greater than in

either of the two SOl series in two of these

Receipts from sales of livestock held for draft years they move in opposite directions
breeding dairy or sporting DBDS purposes are

reported not on Schedule but on Form 4797 and One possible explanation for this phenomenon is
the net gain from such sales is reported either as that some of the respondents in the CPS may be

capital gain on Schedule or an ordinary gain reporting their incomes gross of certain fixed

on Form 4797 Since all expenses associated with expenses such as depreciation interest and

maintaining the livestock including depreciation taxes whereas taxpayers have an incentive to de
are reported on Schedule the amount of such duct all allowable expenses in reporting net in
livestock receipts minus original cost of pur come to IRS Another more plausible hypothesis
chases less accumulated depreciation represents explaining the relative instability of the SQl
an addition to farmers net income estimates compared to the CPS is that farmers are

reporting in the CPS their permanent incomes
Direct estimates of such gains on livestock sales

interpreted as some average of incomes realized

are available from SQl supplemental reports only over immediate past years and the current year
for 1962 $O.7l8 billion and 1973 $l.672 and incomes expected in future years This latter

billion Net gains were 70.6 percent of live
interpretation is consistent with data on the size

stock receipts in 1962 and 81.5 percent in 1973 distribution of farm income in sections and

over half of the returns reported no cost basis

for computing the gain Gains for intervening SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF FARM PROPRIETORS INCOME

years were estimated by interpolation based on

the movement in the value of USDA livestock sales further problem in the comparison of CPS and IRS

For years subsequent to 1973 the 1973 estimate farm income estimates is the lack of comparability
was extrapolated forward by USDA livestock sales in their distributions by size of income In
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TABLE RECONCILATION OF SOT AND CPS ESTIMATES OF NET INCOME FROM FARM SELF-EMPLOYMENT 19661978

Dollars in Billions

Item 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

Net Income of Farm

Proprietors and

Partners SOT 4.783 3.929 3.712 4.155 3.293 2.657 4.828 8.485 6.123 4.448 4.550 1.199 NA

Net Share Rent

Nonparticipating
Landlords NA NA NA NA NA 0.225 0.594 1.381 1.851 1.413 1.528 1.467 NA

Farm Income Before

Audit 4.783 3.929 3.712 4.155 3.293 2.882 5.422 9.866 7.974 5.861 6.078 2.666 6.797

Unreported Farm

Income per Audit 1.913 1.572 1.485 1.662 1.317 1.153 2.169 3.946 3.190 2.344 2.431 1.066 2.719

Farm Income After
Audit 6.696 5.501 5.197 5.817 4.610 4.035 7.591 13.812 11.164 8.205 8.509 3.732 9.516

Livestock Gains Re
ported on Form 4797 0.898 0.875 0.918 1.031 1.067 1.107 1.295 1.672 1.505 1.567 1.678 1.726 2.149

Net Farm Income SOT

Sources 7.594 6.370 0.115 6.545 5.577 5.142 8.856 15.840 12.GG 9.97Z 10.167 5.458 11.665

Net Farm Income
Nonfilers 0.349 0.439 0.349 0.380 0.356 0.376 0.479 0.706 0.574 0.536 0.565 0.458 0.659

Net Farm Income

Adjusted SOT

7.943 6.815 6.464 7.228 6.033 5.518 9.365 16.190 13.243 10.308 10.752 5.916 12.324

10 CPS FSE Income 7.760 9.756 7.748 8.455 7.908 8.351 10.645 15.680 12.753 11.906 12.564 10.170 14.647

11 Adjusted S0I/CPS

10 100 102.4 69.9 83.4 85.5 76.3 66.1 88.0 103.3 103.8 86.6 85.6 58.2 84.1

NA not applicable or not available

Sources see text

TABLE DISTRIBUTION OF FARM INCOME GAINS AND LOSSES BY VIGESILES OF CONSUMER UNITS MEAN

INCOME RELATIVE MEAN INCOME AND UPPER INCOME BOUND OF VIGESILE FOR CURRENT

POPULATION SURVEY AND STATISTICS OF INCOME BEFORE AND AFTER AUDIT 1972

Current Population Survey
Statistics of Income

Before Audit After Audit
Percentiles of

Consumer Units Relative Upper Relative Upper Relative Upper
Mean Mean Income Mean Mean Income Mean Mean Income

Income Income Bound Income Income Bound Income Income Bound

$45O5 1.36 $l53O $l425O 8.59 $4600 $1197O 4.65 $3657
10 880 0.27 330 3682 2.22 2600 2696 1.05 1636

11 15 144 0.04 1970 1.19 1436 1146 0.45 639

16 20 0.00 1138 0.69 883 411 0.16 200

2125 41 0.01 190 673 0.41 500 67 0.03 36

26 30 194 0.06 275 379 0.23 243 50

31 35 341 0.10 401 149 0.09 61 105 0.04 176

36 40 522 0.16 600 60 258 0.10 333

41 45 809 0.24 1000 134 0.08 222 438 0.17 541

46 50 1095 0.33 1246 298 0.17 352 612 0.24 703

51 55 1532 0.46 1825 459 0.28 579 875 0.34 1040
56 60 2039 0.62 2300 758 0.46 1000 1291 0.50 1514
61 65 2692 0.82 3000 1201 0.72 1414 1847 0.72 2123
66 70 3340 1.01 3900 1681 1.01 1974 2436 0.95 2880
71 75 4393 1.33 5000 2340 1.41 2840 3316 1.29 3736
76 80 5446 1.65 6239 3340 2.01 3917 4273 1.66 4839
81 85 7160 2.17 8000 4796 2.89 6001 5957 2.32 7208
86 90 8882 2.69 10000 7130 4.30 8743 8391 3.26 10158

91 95 11436 3.46 14000 10968 6.61 13979 12583 4.89 16037

96 100 21660 6.56 99000 22323 13.45 1131976 25340 9.85 1315129

96 99 17049 5.16 17771 10.70 20241 7.86

100 40103 12.14 40531 24.43 45735 17.78

All units $3303 1.00 $1659 1.00 $2572 1.00

less than 0.005

Source Bureau of Economic Analysis Based on tabulations from 1972 Benchmark Income Size Distribution
File
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TABLE PERCENT CHANGE FROM PRECEDING YEAR one immediately above it
IN CPS AND SOI FARM INCOME CONCEPTS 19671978

As can be seen in Table the SOI before audit

distribution is substantially more unequal than
Year CPS Unadjusted Adjusted the CPS In the upper tail of the distribution

for example the dollar mean incomes of those in

1967 25.7 17.9 14.2 the top five percent of the SOI distribution ex
1968 20.6 6.5 4.7 ceed those in the CPS despite the fact that the

1969 9.1 13.5 11.8 overall SOl mean is only half that of the CPS
1970 6.5 21.4 15.5 This fact alone suggests that the problem is not

1971 5.6 18.2 7.8 one of farmers reporting gross income in the CPS

1972 27.5 77.8 65.8 and net income to IRS The major difference

1973 47.3 77.1 67.9 between the two distributions is clearly in the

1974 18.7 28.1 18.0 number and size of loss incomes Table with 36

1975 6.6 27.9 21.5 percent showing loss in the SOI compared with

1976 5.5 4.6 4.4 only 14 percent in the CPS2l percent if CPS

1977 19.1 73.9 43.3 breakevens are counted as losses rather than

1978 44.0 155.0 108.3 gains In the CPS the respondent has the

option of reporting broke even such breakeven
Source Calculated from lines and incomes which are coded as $1 were reported by

10 of Table seven percent of the CPS recipients of farm

income No comparable category exists in the SOl
general IRS distributions of selfemployment in since net income is the difference between stated

comes farm or nonfarm show considerably more receipts and expenses and could only come Out to
relative inequality than CPS distributions Size exactly zero or $1 by coincidence While we sus
distributions of farm income based on CPS and IRS

pect that reporting breakeven is shortcut
data for 1972 are shown in Tabla way of reporting loss in the CPS without having

to report its amount there is no way of knowing
In brder to increase the comparability of these whether the income of the respondent would be

and succeeding distributions each distribution
positive or negative if he or she were required

has been tabulated from BEAs benchmark microdata to make specific calculation
file of the size distribution of total money in
come for 1972 This file is based on the Part of the difference between the two distribu
Exact Match EM File which was prepared jointly tions as well as in the aggregates can undoubt
by the Bureau of the Census and the Office of

edly be attributed to the fact that the returns
Research and Statistics ORS of the Social Se in the SOT sample are unaudited The effect on
curity Administration SSA it is the result of the SOT size distribution of correcting each re
an exact match of the CPS with SSAs earnings turn in the SOl for the results of audit is shown
and beneficiary records and the limited tax in in the right hand panel of Table Space is
formation contained in the Individual Master

lacking to describe in detail the methods used to
File of IRS In order to increase the amount correct the EMSM file for audit Based on the
and detail of tax return information available relationships shown by the 1973 TCMP between the

e.g the size of Schedule income the EM was income reported by the taxpayer and income as

statistically matched by ORS with subsample of corrected bythe auditor gains were increased and
the SOT the resulting file will hereafter be losses reduced by selected ratios for most returns
referred to as the EMSM file All the distribu In addition as can be seen in Table net of
tions are based on the same recipient unit concept 266000 consumer units with IRS farm income were
consumer units the sum of families and unrelated changed from loss to gain and for another

individuals rather than tax return units There 69000 with loss the loss was changed to zero
are about 200000 more tax return units with farm The final result was 20 percent increase in gain
income than consumer units in the EMSM file and 28 percent reduction in loss income
Comparability among the SOl and CPS distributions

has been further increased by including in the SOT The effect of the audit adjustment in raising the
distributions the CPS incomes of those CPS units

mean income of and the reducing the degree of in
who did not file tax returns or socalled non

equality in the SOI distribution is evident in
filers

Table It is now those in the top 10 percent of

the after audit distribution whose incomes exceed
Tables and show the dollar mean income and those in the identical part of the CPS distribu
the relative mean income i.e the dollar mean tion rather than those in the top percent
divided by the mean of the distribution as Most of the effect on the relative distribution
whole for vigesiles of consumer units intervals

comes from the reduction in the number and size of
five percentiles wide as well as breakout of losses with the proportion of those with loss
the top vigesile between the top one percent and

being reduced from 36 to 27 percent
the remaining four percentiles Looked at another

way the relative mean is simply the income share of One way of determining whether the major differ
an interval divided by the size of the interval in ence between the CPS and the SOl distributions is

percentiles It is convenient way of abstract due to the number and size of loss incomes is to

ing from apparent differences in two distributions exclude loss incomes from the size distributions
occasioned by differences in their dollar means The results are presented in Table Because of

Finally the upper income bound is simply the in the uncertainty as to whether breakevens in the
come which separates the given interval from the CPS should be interpreted as gains or as losses
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TABLE CONSUMER UNITS WITH FARM INCOME GAIN BREAKEVEN OR LOSS

AND AGGREGATE GAIN AND LOSS CPS AND SOT BEFORE AND AFTER AUDIT 1972

Current Population Statistics of Income
Consumer Units

Survey Before Audit After Audit
thousands

Number Pet Number Pet Number Pct

With Gains 2530 78.7% 2100 62.2 2366 71.6
Breakeven 231 7.2 54a 1.6 54a 1.6

With Losses 453 14.1 1220 36.2 885 26.8

Total Units 3214 100.0 3374 100.0 3305 103.3

Aggregate Income Amount Amount Amount

millions

Gains $11503 $9351 $11194

Losses 889 3753 2693

Total $10614 $5598 8501

5The number of breakeven incomes of CPS nonfilers included in the SOl before and after audit

distributions

Source Bureau of Economic Analysis Based on tabulations from 1972 Benchmark Income Size

Distribution File

TABLE DISTRIBUTION OF FARM INCOME EXCLUDING LOSSES MEAN INCOMES AND RELATIVE MEAN INCOMES

FOR CURRENT POPULATION SURVEY AND STATISTICS OF INCOME BEFORE AND AFTER AUDIT 1972

Current Population Survey Statistics of Income1

Gains Plus
Percentiles of

Gains Only Breakevens Before Audit After Audit
Consumer Units

Mean Relative Mean Relative Mean Relative Mean Relative

Income Mean Income Mean Income Mean Income Mean

15 58 0.01 43 0.01 51 0.01

10 184 0.04 130 0.03 138 0.03

11 15 299 0.07 106 0.03 232 0.05 253 0.05

16 20 433 0.10 248 0.06 318 0.07 372 0.08

21 25 582 0.13 368 0.09 .431 0.10 518 0.11

26 30 842 0.19 531 0.13 568 0.13 631 0.13

31 35 1059 0.23 768 0.18 789 0.18 814 0.17

36 40 1355 0.30 1033 0.25 1085 0.24 1084 0.23

41 45 1806 0.40 1340 0.32 1345 0.30 1426 0.30

46 50 2118 0.47 1819 0.44 1650 0.37 1840 0.39

51 55 2717 0.60 2185 0.52 2052 0.46 2224 0.47

56 60 3195 0.70 2825 0.68 2494 0.56 2798 0.59

61 65 3883 0.85 3383 0.81 3155 0.71 3417 0.72

66 70 4830 1.06 4278 1.03 3854 0.87 4119 0.87

71 75 5676 1.25 5162 1.24 4912 1.10 4973 1.05

76 80 7076 1.56 6511 1.56 6340 1.42 6663 1.41

81 85 8312 1.83 7878 1.89 8126 1.83 8287 1.75

86 90 10079 2.22 9677 2.32 10623 2.39 11087 2.34

91 95 12884 2.83 12362 2.97 14096 3.17 15210 3.22

96 100 23559 5.18 22841 5.48 26811 6.02 28702 6.07

96 99 18371 4.04 17879 4.29 21712 4.88 23180 4.90

100 44308 9.74 42689 10.25 47206 10.60 50792 10.74

All Units $4547 1.00 $4166 1.00 $4453 1.00 $4730 1.00

less than 0.005

Excludes CPS breakeven incomes of CPS nonfilers

Source Bureau of Economic Analysis Based on tabulations from 1972 Benchmark Income Size Distribution

File
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we have included two distributions for the CPS ly the 1972 EM is far from adequate for this

one for gains only in the first two columns and purpose First the tax return information in

one for the sum of gains and breakevens each eluded in the EM which is based on the Individual

breakeven being tabulated as $1 in the second Master File IMP not the SOl is limited to the

two columns in both SOl distributions on the amount of adjusted gross income Ad wages
other hand CPS nonfilers of tax returns who re interest and dividends in AGI and to the pre
ported breakeven in the CPS have been excluded sence of such tax schedules as and but not

the amount of income reported on them Second

The results are of considerable interest One re more than half of the flags indicating the

sult is the much closer correspondence among the presence of Schedule were lost in the match
overall dollar meanswhen based on positive in ing process which created the file

comes only For example the CPS mean exceeds

the before audit SOl mean by only two percent
Certain limited tests with the EM file can how

and falls short of the after audit SOl mean by ever be made Out of 698 tax return units with

only four percent when the calculations are re Schedule indicator or flag 613 or 88 per
stricted to those consumer units reporting gain

cent of the persons filing them reported farm

Another result is the considerable narrowing of income in the CPS suggesting rather high degree

the rather large differences previously noted in
of consistency between the filing of Schedule

the three relative size distributionsbefore and the reporting of CPS farm income Unfortu

audit SOI after audit SOl and the CPSwhen the nately because of the missing farm flags no

comparisons are restricted to the recipients of conclusions can be drawn about the converse case

positive or positive and breakeven incomes the frequency with which those reporting CPS farm

The similarity between the two SOT distributions income filed schedule

is not surprising since as previously noted the

major effect of the audit correction was on the The only possible test of consistency in the re
size and proportion of loss incomes On the other porting of amounts in the two sources in the 1972

hand small but important differences remain EM file is admittedly crude and indirect It is

between the SOl and CPS relative distributions matter of arithmetic that the difference be
As one would expect the SOT distributions still tween AGI and the sum of wages interest and

show more inequality than the CPS with the rela dividends in the IMP must be equal to the alge
tive mean incomes in the SOI exceeding those in braic sum of net incomes reported on the various

either of the two CPS distribution for the high Schedules and other reported .income

est four or five vigesiles and lying below those and adjustments to AGI If we restrict ourselves

in the CPS for the other vigesiles except the to those EM tax filing units who reported the

very lowest In the lower part of the distribu receipt of farm income in the CPS and who did not

tion the SOI distributions are closer to the cs file Schedules and with their tax return

distribution that includes the breakevens than and we assume that other income and the various

the one that omits them adjustments to AGI are zero or at least small
we can take the difference between AGI and the sum

The results support an interpretation of the re of wages interest and dividends as an indicator

porting of farm income in the CPS in terms of some of or proxy for the size of schedule income
form of permanent or normal income hypothesis The resulting crosstabulation for these units is

CPS respondents are not as likely to regard loss shown in Table

as normal state of affairs and hence tend to

report either small gain or breakeven for the

preceding year to the CPS enumerator in March
even though they may be in the process of prepar TABLE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IMF PROXY AND CPS FSE

ing tax return to be filed in April that more
INCOME FOR TAX FILING UNITS REPORTING RECEIPT OF FSE

accurately reflects their actual income e.g
INCOME IN THE CIS 1972

loss for the same year Size of Units Mean Relative Mean

IMF with CPS Mean IMP for Gain
CONSISTENCY OF REPORTING IN THE CPS AND TO IRS Sched FSE Income CPS Proxy Incomes

Proxy 000 Amount Amount CPS IMP

The foregoing comparisons suggest only that the
Loss 275.4 229 $1283

reporting of positive incomes is more nearly simi
Zero 39.2 92 -- --

lar in the two sources than is the reporting of 750 230.5 816 264 0.21 0.07
losses and possibly breakevens The distributions 750 4249 279.9 2763 2178 0.73 0.57

compared are in effect the row and column totals 4250 8249 92.3 5427 6012 1.43 1.58

of joint distribution or crosstabulation of cps 8250 13249 52.5 8960 10456 2.35 2.74

and IRS incomes they tell us little about the de 13250 27249 33.4 14763 16919 3.88 4.43
27250 or more 10.3 22857 31956 6.01 8.37

gree of consistency in reporting the presence of ___________________________________________ __________
farm income in either of the two sources or if

All Units 1013.5 $2691 $2283 --

reported in both the degree of consistency in the
Units with

amount reported and in its sign positive

IMP Proxy
698.9 3806 3816 1.00 1.00

The extent of consistency in reporting can only be

determined from an exact match of CPS respondents
Source Bureau of Economic Analysis Tabulated from 1972

with their corresponding tax returns Unfortunate
CPSSSAxRs Exact Match File See text
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Perhaps the most interesting part of the table is the IRS still shows somewhat more inequality than

the 275400 recipient unitsover 27 percent of the CPS when positive incomes alone are consid
the totalwhose tax returns indicate farm loss ered The relative mean incomes of those in the

While the average loss reported is in the neighbor top quintile of the IRS distribution appear to lie
hood of $1300 the units filing these returns re above those in the top quintile of the CPS with
ported net gains averaging $229 in the CPS When

those in the bottom 75 or 80 percent of the IRS
the loss and zero brackets are excluded from both distributions having relative mean incomes lower
distributions the overall means are virtually than those in the corresponding parts of the
identical $3806 for the CPS and $3816 for the CPS distributions These findings are in agreeIMF When the distributions are limited to those

ment with the limited tests of the consistency
with positive incomes in the IMF the IMF shows of reporting of farm income based on the 1972
more inequality than the CPS with the two rela Exact Match File
tive mean income functions intersecting in the

neighborhood of the 70th to 75th percentiles
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turns Economic Research Service U.S.D.A

schedule and partnership returns of the net
August 1968 pp 2733

share rent of nonparticipating farm landlords

gains on DBDS livestock and the farm income of E.g Peach Recommendations for the
persons not filing tax returns and by the fact

Content and Design of Income Survey Questions
that the SOl estimates are not corrected for audit

Relating to Farm SelfEmployment Income
The greater variability of IRS compared to CPS U.S Department of Commerce Bureau of
farm income Is more likely the result of farmers

Economic Analysis unpublished November 1979
reporting an estimate of their permanent or normal

incomes in the CPS rather than failing to take
For description of this file and the metho

account of certain fixed expenses in reporting
dology used in its creation see Buddtheir incomes in the CPS The former but not the
and Salter Supplementing Household

latter hypothesis is also consistent with the
Survey Estimates of Income Distribution withcrosssection data for 1972 on the size distri
Data from Other Sources The U.S Distri

bution of farm proprietors income
bution of Total Money Income for 1972 paper

presented at the 17th General Conference of
In general the IRS farm income distributions show

the International Association for Research
considerably more inequality than the CPS distri

in Income and Wealth Gouvieux Francebutions Despite the lower overall mean income in
August 1981

the IRS as compared with the CPS the dollar

incomes of those in the upper tail of the IRS dis
The implied overall correction ratio from the

tributions whether before or after audit actually
40 percent used in Section since the audit

exceed those in the upper tail of the CPS distri
corrections to the size distributions werebutions Differences between the two sets of
made on an individual return basis not bydistributions can be accounted for primarily by
applying an aggregate correction to all

the larger proportion and greater size of losses
returns See Salter Improving the

in the various IRS distributions as compared with
Quality of Income Data Reported on Field Sur

the CPS The overall mean incomes and the corre
veys and on Individual Tax Returns unpub

sponding size distributions from the two sources
lished Ph.D dissertation The Pennsylvaniaresemble each other much more closely when re
State University 1980 for more completestricted to those recipient units with positive
discussion of audit correction methods applied

or positive plus breakeven incomes although
to the 1972 EMSM file
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SMALL BUSINESS DATA BASE PROGRESS AND POTENTIAL

Bruce Kirchhoff and David Hirschberg

Small Business Administration

SECTION

INTRODUCTION
Congress has not specified priorities

The Small Business Administration among these objectives It has specified
Office of Advocacy is responsible for in PL 96302 detailed content of the four

carrying out program of research and objectives itemizing both the economic

analysis to facilitate the growth of and demographic data to be enumerated

small business PL 94305 which created IV and the government policies
this office directed the establishment it wants analyzed III It leaves
of program of economic research and the source and form of the data base

analysis Our charge involves undefined but defines and budgets

understanding the impacts of governmental separation of data into indicative and

policy on small business growth and external And the legislative

describing the ojiditior of nmall history clearly specifies that no data

business to governmental agencies and the collection burden shall be placed upon
Congress Specifically Sec 202 of PL small business
94305 lists the following functions Federal Statistical Data

Examine the role of small congress nas given us unique
business in the U.S economy assignment Build data base without

and the contribution which small collecting any primary data This is

business can make in improving legitimate since our constituency is

competition increasing economic already burdened with redundant data

mobility restraining inflation collection paperwork imposed upon it by

expanding employment increasing the Federal decentralized statistical

productivity stimulating system Thus we must obtain our data

innovation promoting exports from other agencies We describe below

Assess effectiveness of Federal how we hope to do this
assistance programs on small and Ideal External Micro Data Base

minority business If confidentiality and other

Measure direct costs and other constraints were not factors it is

effects of regulation clear what we would obtain from the

Determine the impact of the tax various Federal agencies for our micro

structure on small business data base First we would draw

More recently Congress in PL 96302 sample from the Census Bureaus Standard

reaffirmed the required development of Statistical Establishment List SSEL to

small business indicative data base accurately describe the small business

Sec 100 Ai5 small population probably about 250000
business external data base IV firms The SSEL is comprehensive
Sec 401 and added Presidential list describing the legal status and

annual report to Congress on the status firm relationship of all establishments

of small business III Sec 303 in the United States Data would then
This latter requirement specifically be matched from the various five year

asks the President to present economic censuses to obtain historical

current and historical data information on employment sales
identify economic trends and assets and other components by firm
examine the effects on small business This data set would be matched with

and competition of policies programs and financial information from the IRS For

activities of various government corporations the source would be the

agencies 1120 forms which in addition to the tax

This combination of legislative liability information provide key
mandates clearly identifies objectives balance sheet and profit and loss

for the small business data base information Form 1065 provides
Provide mailing list of small partnership information and data from

business in the United States the IRS 1040 Schedule and

Provide data describing the provide information on proprietors
current condition of small nonfarm and farm and partners

Next to collect information on the

Provide descriptive data over characteristics of workers in these
time to identify trends firmssex race age earnings and
Provide data for policy work historiesSocial Security data
analysis files would be merged Finally the
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Federal Trade Commissions Quarterly definition of Statistical Business Size

Financial Report data would be merged to Categories for tabulating Federal

obtain current data on firms statistics
Such an exact match of records would Noncomparability of Business Reporting

provide researchers with nearly Units

complete data base as mandated by For the most part each Federal agency

Congress Also it would include micro that is charged with collecting statis

data necessary for analysis of business tics performs its work independently of

response to various government tax other agencies Industrial classifica

expenditure regulatory and credit tion and geographic coding are generally

policies as well as problems of not coordinated among the various statis

inflation recession and productivity tical agencies Thus collection methods

However present confidentiality rules of differ in important ways that lead to

IRS Census SSA and FTC make it major problems in combining data after

impossible to obtain access to micro collection

data Time Lag in Data Availability
Ideal Indicative Data Base Another difficulty in using existing

Access to the Standard Statistical Federal statistics is that availability

Establishment List and to IRS Schedules is possible ony when they are published

and would solve our mailing list This often occurs with considerable

compilation efforts These two files time lag after collection

comprise complete enumeration of the Incomplete Data Sets

business population Private data Last of all most Federal statistical

soures may approximate this but will agencies collect data in accordance with

never equal it Most notably the SSEL their needs or Congressional authoriza

contains the enterprise/establishment tion Size of independently owned busi

linkages that are not complete or are not ness is relatively new concept that is

at all identified in other private not easily extracted from these existing

mailing lists data sets Most notably if we attempt

From Ideal to Real to define size as number of employees

Our ultimate goal is to use the many sources of data are incomplete i.e

Federal statistical system to develop the without employment
ideal data bases It is cost efficient
avoids duplication and eliminates any
additional data collection paper work

burden on business firms There are how
ever many barriers to our goal data

aggregation restricted access SECTION II
different tabulation standards non- EXTEAL DATA BASE SBA INTERIM MIC1
comparable reporting units in micro

files time lags in data publication
DATA FILES

and incomplete data sets
Congress clearly sees the external

These issues are discussed briefly
data base as

below
Providing data describing

Data Aggregation
the current condition of

The output of the Federal Statistical
small business

Providing- descriptive data
system consists almost entirely of aggre over time to identify
gate and tabulated data Although neat

and tidy from producers point of view
trends

Providing data for policy
it has an important shortcoming for policy analysis
analysis It is not possible to determine

if changes in distributions are due to
Researchers would summarize these

behavioral changes or shifts in the mix objectives as longitudinal over time

of reporting units description and cause/effect analysis

Access Problem
The Federal statistical system is widely

The lack of access to micro data has
respected for its ability to accurately

frustrated our development efforts since
describe business in the United States

we first began Virtually all agencies
for over 40 years But it is frequently

have statutes that restrict interagency
criticized for lacking the data necessary

transfers of micro data i.e data about
to examine cause/effect relationships

any one individual business Unless we
necessary for policy analysis The

can develop new legislation we will be
Presidents Reorganization Project for

left with congressional mandate to
the Federal Statistical System concluded

obtain data from agencies that have con
that one of the major problems with the

gressional mandates to refuse our
current statistical system was lack of

requests
policy relevance

Federal Data Tabulation Standards
Congress has mandated that the small

Each agency has adopted different em
business external data base must be

ployment sales and asset size stan
useful for policy analysis therefore it

dards and these may change over time
must consist of micro data Since micro

Beginning in 1982 we have developed
data is easily aggregated by computer to
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provide descriptive statistics micro Parent and headquarter city and

data base maintained over time will state

adequately fulfill all three objectives Duns number of parent and

Federal statistical micro data on ultimate parent
business firms is simply not accessible Subsidiary indicator

to SBA under current confidentiality 10 Status indicator Single

restrictions Collecting our own data location headquarter
would be prohibitively expensive e.g establishment or branch
the Bureau of the Census has budget of 11 Manufacturing indicator

$70 million for the 1982 Census of Busi Indicates whether or not

ness Also Congress in the legislative
manufacturing takes place at the

history of P.L 96302 clearly location

instructs Advocacy to avoid placing addi Duns Trend Files

tional paperwork burden on business The Duns Trend file consists of

Thus we are compelled to use data col set of variables for 600000 firms

lected by others appended to the DM1 file It includes

This requirement of building data
for 1973 and 1978 the followimg

base without actually collecting data variables

represents unique challenge We have Percent growth in sales

pur..ie- ceverL cirecti.ons imuitnoug1v Percent growth in

and have gradually evolved these into employment
three developmental categories the SBA Base year sales volume
interim micro data base Federal stati Base year employment
stical system micro data and special Sales in 1978
data development projects These efforts Employment in 1978

are actually interrelated with each other Duns Financial Statement Files

and the Indicative Data Base We will There are two Financial Statement

discuss each as separate subject in files The first consists of over

this and the next section 900000 companies and provides data for

Design of the SBA Interim Micro Data one year longitudinal file is

Base available for 324000 companies

ongress has identified several uses containing data for at least two years
of the micro data base Most notable of The variables in these files include
these is preparation of data and Date of financial

analysis for the Presidents annual statement

Report on Small Business and SIC numbers

Competition In addition micro data Number of employees
base on business firms will undoubtedly Geographic location
be of interest to wide variety of Year started
policy analysts Once again planning Current and previous
and system design requirements dictate financial indicators key
that we identify probable users of this balance sheet and profit

data data
The most important of these efforts Cash

involves the use of three Dun and Brad accounts receivable
street files These files are the Inventory
cornerstone of the external and 10 Notes receivable
indicative data base effort Dun and 11 Current assets
Bradstreet offer three separate data Duns File Development
files as described below Duns files present two important
Duns Market Identifier Pile problems First the firms in the file

The Duns Market Identifier DM1 file are neither census of all firms in the

contains information on business organi U.S nor random sample Thus it is

zations that had financial activity in necessary to validate or benchmark the

any one year Each record in the file files against appropriate sources to be

contains the following information on an sure that the information drawn from the

establishment files accurately describes small

Duns number This is number business in total Second the files

assigned by DB that can be used are not assembled by statistically
to merge it with prior years rigorous data collection procedures but

files instead by voluntary cooperation of

Geographic location City respondents Many firms provide

county state SMSA and zip incomplete data and errors arise from

code variety of sources This makes the

Year business started files dirty some individual firm

Annual sales volume records contain missing or obviously
Number of employees incorrect data on one or more items
Standard Industrial These records must be located
Classification SIC and up to cleaned or rejected from the file

four minor SICs before it can be validated or used for
analysis
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Cleaning Duns Files necessary for policy analysis but are not

Brookings Institution was contracted specifically identified in legislation

to perform this work Their progress is Incomplete Data Sets

detailed in report entitled u.s The preferred definition of business

Establishment and Enterprise Microdata size is based upon total firm

unpublished but copies available from enterprise employment However many

SBA Their work on the DM1 file not data sets do not include this measure

only met the needs of the micro data base At present three separate efforts are

but also the indicative data base In being made to add employment to existing

fact for reasons dictated by computer data sets

processing and data consolidation the Imputing Employment into IRS

indicative and external data bases are Statistics of Income major limitation

mixed and matched of IRS Statistics of Income SOl is that

Brookings has successfully linked the employment is not available We intend

three files to gain maximum information to impute enterprise employment from

availability They have developed
one or another source onto the IRS micro

mechanism so establishments places of data If successful IRS will retabulate

business can be identified with their their statistics by employment size

appropriate enterprises organizational thereby increasing the descriptive

units defined by ownership control information available

Basically this means that all of firms FTC Quarterly Survey Congress asked

subsidiaries and branches which are the FTC to reduce the paperwork burden

recorded as separate establishments in it was placing on small business In

the DM1 are identified as belonging to response the FTC has reduced its sample

the parent firm This is necessary since size and simplified its form As part

it is size of parent that defines size of of the form change we have asked for

business The indicative data base now collection of employment data Ques
contains list of establishments defined

tjonnajres on these changes were sent

by size of firm based on enterprise out to small business leaders who showed

employment Financial Statement file no objection to the additional item If

linkage to the DM1 means that data on employment is added the QFR will be

the DM1 not on the Financial Statement much more useful for examining sales

file is now available and vice versa In assets and profits of small business

short the linked files are far closer The FTC plans to ask for employment data

to meeting the objectives of business beginning in October 1981

micro data file Commercial Loans Congress has asked the

There are still problems to be work Federal Financial Institutions

ed out Some DM1 employment figures
Examination Council to determine the

were missing or inconsistent Missing feasibility of publicly describing

values have been imputed but incorisis depository institutions commercial loan

tencies remain DM1 sales are similarly portfolios by size of business that is

afflicted These problems must be served It is our hope that we can

studied and corrected persuade these institutions to collect

Summary
and routinely report information on the

For the reasons described we are size of business employment borrower as

focusing our data base development part of the Federal statistical

efforts on the SBA Interim Micro Data publications
files Cleaning validating and SelfEmployment 196075 Micro Data

extending these files longitudinally are Samples

now our major current activities We We have longitudinal file on sole

hope t9 have representative sample of proprietors This file is drawn from

250000 businesses in clean validated one made available by the Social

partially longitudinal form ready for Security Administration Each year

descriptive and policy analysis within Fl one percent Continuous Work History

1982 Sample CWIS based on the sane ending

Still the SBAIMD will never be digits of the social security number is

finished Every year new firms enter drawn from individuals who file an IRS

old firms exit and others grow or Form SE This is.a tax form for pro
decline This information must enter the prietors and partners who have earnings

longitudinal file as it accumulates of more than $400 and have not paid the

current business activity in recognition maximum social security tax from wage

that such activity will soon be history and salaried employment
Included in each annual file is

SECTION III information on the sex race age
EXTERNAL DATA BASE OTHER PIJECTS industry county and earnings of all

In Section we described multitude covered proprietors This longitudinal
of problems associated with building file is at the Bureau of Economic
micro data base from Federal statistics Analysis Department of Commerce
We are pursuing solutions to these and Approximately 60000 records are avail
describe our actions below Next we able each year Because of recent
discuss data needs that are clearly interpretations by IRS of the 1976 Tax
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Reform Acts confidentiality provisions IRS Proposed Access

data since 1975 have not been made To date no Federal agency has releas
available to CWHS users including BEA ed business micro data but our negotia
We would hope that this new confiden tions with IRS have led to preliminary
tiality problem is resolved as soon as approach to see if sophisticated masking
possible so that up-to-date information and sampling techniques can adequately
becomes available ensure confidentiality especially with

This data will allow description and small firms For the publicly traded
trend analysis for policy purposes of corporations tax data are publicly
segment of small business that is not available from the Security and Exchange
well described in any other Federal Commission from 10K reports
statistical program
Longitudinal File of Workers by Size of Special Data Development Projects

Firm Congress was thorough in defining what

Klong with the Department of Labors it wants included in the indicative and

Bureau of Labor Statistics and Employment
external data base However other data

and Training Administration an effort are also required for adequate policy

was completed to establish longitudinal
analysis Thus we have initiated several

file of workers also based on Social special projects to develop policy

Securitys percent CWHS This file -au1t uaLd

contains longitudinal quarterly Summary Tabulation of History from the

earnings history for each job held by
MIT Data Base

sample of over one million workers The
David Birch Director of MITS Program

variables included in the file are sex on Neighborhood and Regional Change has

race age industry county quarterly worked with the DM1 files for over six

earnings In addition special years We have taken advantage of his

tabulations have been prepared which expertise in several ways Our first

estimate the employment size of each step was to request tabulations of base

business firm This will show
line data on the distribution of firms

differences in the characteristics of
and establishments by size by major in

workers in small and large companies for dustry and by state and Federal region

the first time Gross Product Originating by Size of

Annual Survey of Manufactures Business

Richard and Nancy Ruggles have two
This project for the first time pro

year grant to create ten year longitu
vides annual industry estimates of Gross

dinal file of sample of manufacturing
National Product for small and large

firms in the U.S Using Census of Manu business The time series starts in 1955

factures and Survey of Manufactures
and ends in 1976 Small business is

data they plan to build file contain defined as fewer than 500 employees and

ing firm by firm micro data for each of medium and large business is defined as

ten years
500 or more employees

When complete the micro file created

by the Ruggles will not be fully
As described in Section we are

accessible by researchers The file working towards an ideal data base

will be stored on limitedaccess built from Federal statistics There

computer Researchers will prepare
are many barriers to be crossed as

analytical programs to examine the file itemized in Section We have and are

test these on simulated sample from initiating projects to explore these

the file and when satisfied submit barriers and crossing them one by one

these analytical programs to Census In the meantime we find ourselves

Census will run the programs on the real developing two data bases at once our

file review the results to assure no own indicative and SBAIMD and the

breach in confidentiality has occurred ideal We cannot meet the intent of

and then give the results to the P.L 96302 without pursuing these

researcher This form of limited access related but separate efforts The cost

to micro data is the best Census can
of developing the ideal has thus far

agree to under current confidentiality been over $500000 per year but as we

restrictions and is far greater than what proceed to surmount barriers our

is currently available opportunities for success grow

This is summary of more detailed

paper by the authors available from

SBA Because of space limitations the

mailing list project is not discussed
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ISSUES IN DEVELOPING MICRODATA BASE FOR SMALL BUSINESS RESEARCH

Vito Natrella Consultant

The Small Business Administration is classifier this item must be added from

required by Title II of the Small Business another source This might be done from

Act to conduct research in the field of the Standard Statistical Establishment
small business As discussed in this List SSEL of Census or from the 941 file

session number of approaches have been of IRS Each of these has problems which

or are being developed in order to provide will be discussed later The Company
the data bases needed for this analysis Financial File could be made more useful

One of these is microdata set represen- by updating some industries on the basis

tative of both small and large businesses of the Federal Trade Commission Quarterly
Using simulation microdata models Financial Report

analysis could be developed to evaluate In order to permit geographical analy
the impacts of different policy choices sis an Establishment File should be setup
affecting small business such as economic This can be done by obtaining data for the

regulation environmental and health rules establishments of the firms included in
and taxation microdata set could also SOI samples in the Company Financial File
be used to study the determinants of iew from the SSEL- of Census Data vould cover
business ventures and the characteristics industry employment receipts geographic
of firms going out of business file to location and employment size of the owning
meet these needs must contain variety of enterprise for each establishment
information This would include financial The third file in the system of micro-

data geographical information and inf or data files would contain information on

mation on employee characteristics In the employees of the firms and would be

addition basic requirement is company designated as an Employer-Employee File
classification according to employment This would be developed from the Continu
size ous Work History Sample of Social Security

considerable amount of data exists Administration associated with the Estab
from various sources involving these as- lishment File The file would be arra-iged

pects However they need to be inte- by employer and contain data for all its

grated and made internally consistent employees This would permit analysis of

Since no one series contains all the infor- the employee mix characteristics and wages
mation needed it is necessary to augment for small business
and merge records Depending on the cir
cumstances this can be achieved by means Access to Microdata
of an identical match by synthetic or

statistical match or by multiple regIs- There are really two parts to the prob
sion technique Problems associated with lem of access to microdata One is that
these techniques for inputting missing in order to match data from number of

data include high cost inconsistent defi- data files identification is essential if

nitioiis sparsity of cases poor quality we want to achieve the greatest accuracy
induced biases and issues of confidenti- The other involves obtaining access to

ality microdata without identification so that

Proposal for researchers in small business would have
Small Business Microdata Base the opportunity and flexibility to work

directly with the data
Initial development of small business

microdata base could be in the direction Internal Revenue Service
of system of three separate but related According to Section 6103 of the
files based essentially on the IRS Statis Internal Revenue Code authorizations are
tics of Income samples corporate part limited very specific as to conditions
nership and sole proprietorship The SOl and restricted to particular stated pur
samples have the advantage that they are poses Paragraph provides for dis
stratified random samples and contain closure of tax returns and return infor
almost all the needed data The system mation for statistical use Only four
would encompass Company Financial File agencies are included in this section to
an Establishment File and an Employer- receive authority for specific statistical

Employee File purposes They are the Bureau of the
The Company Financial File would con Census for all returns and the Bureau of

sist of the SOI sample files augmented by Economic Analysis for corporate returns
employment data The SOI files contain to the extent necessary in the structuring
complete income account and tax computa of censuses and national economic accounts
tion items for all forms of business and The Federal Trade Commission has access to
in addition balance sheet items for cor corporate tax returns in order to select
porations and partnerships Geographic its survey sample for the Quarterly Finan
designation is included but refers to the cial Report The Treasury has access in
central office for large corporations fil order to prepare required forecasts pro
ing consolidated tax returns Since jections and analyses
employment is to be used as the main size These data may be disclosed to others
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only in such form which cannot identify methods

directly or indirectly particular tax The SOl corporation sample file con-

payer The IRS chief counsel has in past sidered the basic file for small busi
years refused to make the business tax mess data base has certain characteris
models without direct identification tics which differ from those of files to

available since it was felt taxpayers be used for merging and enhancements The

could be indirectly identified by know- SOl file for any particular year includes

ledgeable person data for corporations with fiscal years
ending in July through June of the follow-

Bureau of the Census ing year Aggregate financial data are

Release of microdata in identified form roughly centered on the calendar year
to government agencies is even more although only 40 percent of all corpora-
restricted for the Census Bureau than it tions have calendaryearaccountingperio
is for the IRS No agencies currently However these account for over 70 percent
have access although legislation has been of total net income Also for the most
framed to permit statistical agencies as part corporation returns Form 1120 are

defined in the law to receive names and filed on consolidated basis wnere con-

addresses of businesses together with some solidation includes subsidiaries owned 80

data for classification purposes from the percent or more Stockholder annual

Standard Statistical Establishment List reports generally the basis for the Dun

The basic purpose of the SSEL is to pro- and Bradstreet FinancialEconomics file
vide frame of businesses from which consolidate subsidiaries which are over 50

stratified sample can be drawn While percent owned
the SSEL is on an establishment basis The most important enhancement to the

employment is aggregated according to own SOl sample file consists of adding employ
ing company ment to the records so that companies can

be classified according to number of

Federal Trade Commission employees Data on total employment
Access to microdata from the Quarterly appear in the IRS Form 941 filed for the

Financial Report of the Federal Trade Coin first quarter of the calendar year Of
mission is severely restricted by law considerable significance is the fact that
similar to the case of the Census Bureau businesses file Form 941 on variety of
There are issues involved limiting the bases For the most part data are for
usefulness of FTC data The main defic- each establishment owned by particular
iency is limitation to only four major company under separately issued EINs
industries manufacturing mining whole They are not associated with the EIN of
sale and retail trade Also the sample the parent company Since Form 1120 is
is quite small15000 corporations in all filed for much higher level of aggrega
four industries rhis makes for weakness tion it is usually not possible to locate
in the estimates by size of company and employment data for many of the multi
industry Except for the large corpora- establishment firms
tions there is little overlap with the soi There are number of partial solutions

sample If it is possible to add employ- to this problem currently in progress
ment to the QFR survey it may be more IRS is abstracting EINs for subsidiaries
feasible to simply have FTC prepare cur- of corporations in its tax year 1979
rent period estimates by size and relating sample Census SSEL which obtains data
to SOl tabulations.1 on employment and payrolls from the IRS

941 file associates establishments and
Social Security Administration subsidiaries with owners and parents
Access to data from the Continuous Work This permits aggregation of employment to

History Sample CWHS of Social Security company or enterprise level closer to
is now in state of suspense In the that used for Form 1120 While these

past microdata had been made available in approaches may not give exact employment
unidentified form for years prior to 1976 figures for large multiestablishment firms
However IRS has objected to making that they will provide usable employee size
data available on the grounds that tax classifications
return information could be disclosed Accounting methods provide another area
indirectly of difference between data from tax re

turns and data from stockholder reports
Comparability of Data Methods used in preparing tax returns are

geared to minimizing profits so as to
An important requirement for setting up minimize tax Tax laws also provide

microdata file is that data from differ- special incentives to reducing taxes in
ent files be merged In addition to the order to achieve certain economic or
access issue the issue of comparability social purposes These may be handled
of data presents problems In some cases differently according to standard account
while nothing can be done to put the data ing practice Examples include depreci
on comparable basis it is desirable to ation depletion tax-exempt interest and
be cognizant of the differences Some of installment sales The main difficulty
these arise because of differences in tim- with the noncomparability due to account
ing levels of consolidation or accounting ing methods would arise between the SOl
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sample files and the Dun and Bradstreet be able to enhance its SOl sample files

data These data would also have the using the superior SSEL employment data

problem of different consolidation rules for companies
An approach which might be more satis

Conclusion factory to SBA is to modify the microdata
files so that they could be made available

number of approaches are possible to to another government agency The objec
meet the problems raised above Some are tion on the part of IRS to making micro-
already underway while others require data business files available is that even

considerable planning The approach that with identity and location removed it may
is the most feasible but also the most be possible to identify taxpayer mdi-
costly is for SBA to contract out with rectly After the SOl sample file has

agencies which already have part of the been enhanced with an employment classi
microdata base to augment and enhance fier IRS would first remove all direct
their system That agency would maintain identifiers It could then use system
the file perform the necessary processing of grouping of large corporQtions within

and produce tabulations needed SBA has particular industry These groups
contracted with IRS to have the SOl sanvle could be as small as three IRS is cur-

files enhanced with employment data from rently studying this and other approaches
the 941 file The Bureau of the Census As mentioned byKirchhoff and 1irch-
could also be candidate for this sort berg in paper included in this volume
of arrangement Census has access to the legislation is being introduced to pro
SOl sample files and can use the SSEL to vide SBA with access to the Census Stand-

obtain employment figures for enhancemert ard Statistical Establishment List
The SSEL has an advantage over the raw94l Although it may be difficult the attempt
file in that establishment and subsidiary should be made to change Section 6103 of

data and EINs are grouped together accord- the Internal Bevenue Code to permit SBA

ing to ownership so that total company -to have access to IRS data similar to

employment can be determined Census SBAs requirements are fully
backed by the Small Business Act and should

recent opinion by the Office of the
be accepted if proper safeguards are de

Chief Counsel for the IRS may make IRS
signed and made part of the law

access to the Census data possible The __________________________
new opinion in effect says that the confi NOTE This paper was developed on the
dentiality provisions of Title 13 Census

basis of reports prepared by the author
take precedence over Title 26 IRS as

for the Small Business Administration
applied to IRS employees temporarily sworn

in as Census agents IRS may therefore After the SOI sample has been enhanced
with employment data
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ASSOCIATING ESTABLISHMENTS INTO ENTERPRISES

FOR MICRODATA FILE OF THE U.S BUSINESS POPULATION

Catherii Anthgtxm and Marjorie Odle The Broddnge Institution

Overvins with crepiete reporting of eaplaynent figures and industrj

cassificeticm for beth the establisharit and the fins and

The BnxJdngs Snell iainess Microdata Project began work also age organizational status and geographic data or each

in Jaruary 1980 with the gual of defining and hiilding establishnent Other data rut directly relevant to this

microdata lass including all donestic Anerican lusinesaes disajssicm are also cartairad in USff21 2/

This will be used for amlyals of the impact of public policy The 1977 I4 represents the pqxilaticn of xarstic U.S

on the snail bisiress sector of the U.S eaxwxIy four-year hsijess establishnents with eipnyees around the end of 1977

project was foteseon which inwolvad The cowrage is saashat izoader than that of the Census

Defining the appropriate pqxilation and its relation to rreaus County Business Patterns or that of the Uneaploynent

arte neasures of b.iainess Insurance program of the Departnent of L.alor The USFEI4

Intograting available nd.crodata into large includes sans fans establishnants umercus large

representatiw sample senigovermental businesses in transportation education arid

Using other microdata sources to enrich the sample health arid sane large iui-prof it organizations all of which

data axe eluded from t1e two gowrrenentaJ data sources

Establishing the techniques to deeslop lz1gitudiIEl The original tdt File data included indicators of each

data in orkr tc imtif c.ar.gas in the heeineaa 1jleLtom establiskesnts organizational status e.g single

arnploynent arid sto.icture heaàuarters aibeidiazy branch and pointers to higher lewl

The beak reporting unit for the data lese we are establishients in each fins kir Multi-estahlishrent

developing is the business establishnent i.e single Enterprise File Tree File began as an extract from the 11L

business location with one or none anployees usually with File axitaining records for all the establishnents with

single product or service Esploynent data are available carwrship ties to other establishnents i.e conpiex

predcninantly on an establishient basis On the other hand establishnenta The jxirpcee of the Tree File vars to provide

accounting conwnticss and other adsinistrative procedures the data necessary for in depth study of the organizational

dictate that nost other business data be reported on an liricages presented in the File Such study was

enterprise inn basis Alternative definiticna of snail prellmirary to investigation of the axisistency in reporting

business abxirid in public policy research and iirplenentation of Inynent data in these cceplex organizations

lixugh rimero.is cxximittees have been forned and studies At the core of aoy study of aiploynent data axitained in

conducted to establish standards for differentiating snail and the File are two different reported emplennt figures

large b.isixsses there is as yet an single accepted One of these records aiploynent in the establ.ishnent arid the

definition For the jxirpcees of this paper we shall define srd is nxre inclusive total firm eipioynent figure The

snail hisirweses as finns with feser than 100 asployees sid is reported for all establishnents eampt branches

Working on the generally hale asannptlon that nOst snail For single-establishnant fires and establishnents Classified

busiress finns conprise only single establishnant the two as the ultimate caner of finn this total eapkynent figara

reporting units establishnent and enterprise frequently have represents enterprise arplnynent the axsolidated employnant

bser considered equivalent for snail businesses Given our for all establishnents in that enterprise including all

stated definition 278000 of the 323000 nulti-establishnent sutsidiaries and iranches Total enploynent reported for

finns in our data base do qualify as snail businesses On the subsidiary caipaoy repents the aipimynent of the subsidiary

other hard tmrewr 11.5 percent of the establishnents with and soy Izaitiwe it nay lava Table below dices the nudier

feser than 100 employees representing 32 percent of nia of establishnmnts arid their enployees according to their

eaploynent of these snail estahlishrents are actually part of organizational status in the original liii File and in USFEM

complex multi-eatablishient finns which law nore than 100

employees Therefore even when considering only snail Table

businesses it is necessary to carefully distinguish Nrinhar of EstabLishients and Snpi.nent

enterprise basis data from establishient basis data This is liy Organizational Status

especially important wien asiparing data for sash bisiienses Before and After Tree Ccaipl.etion Process

with data for large businesses This paper explains hca we
established the ourrespondance between establishnents and Establishisaits

finns within the 1977 UF4 our hrsiis data base and

disaisses the implications of sans of the raw infoniation Simple Top Subaidiary Branch Total

derived from these assoniated data Before 3345000 390000 78100 4560X 42690X
After 3414000 323000 777X 884000 4699000

Source of Establishnent Deta

Eatablishnent nploynient

The 1977 U.S Establishnsnt and Enterprise Microdata in thousandsUS file is based prinarily on data fnnn the Dun arid

Bradstreet Dune Market Identifiers File 1111 fran early 1979 Simple Top Subsidiary Branch Total

An extract of econanic and descriptive data for each Before 28900 1.2400 4984 19800 66100
establishnent wes taken from the File and the ran arid Alter 30100 11900 4975 38500 85500
distrihitmen of all these data were checked Various types of

errors and mirur omissions were corrected Three percent of IZJIE Figures are rounded to thn.isands establishnants and

the records lacked eaploynent data which we subsequently luwired tluisarids emplees Additional sigeificant

estisated for tlwn based cxi nedians calculated for SIC digits axe included if necessary to sake clear

classes within each state fran the 1977 County Business distinctions

Patterns data caiplete dencripticu of all the changes in

the data and the structure of the lIe is available 1/ IJ1Bg Version HA of the interim file USA3 Table 15 and

The data base ra includes 4.7 million hiainess establishients Version of USf V4IMJ Table
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When we suimmd up the reported employnent figures in the suheidiary had pointer to its parent hit there was no code

original file the discrepancy between arete establishnent to indicate whether it was itself parent

eaploynent and aggrete enterprise employuent totalled 15 In order to deal core efficiently with these nultilevel

milJion employees 65 million in estahUshnents vs 80 million caaplex affiliations between establishnents has used

in enterprises This indicated either 1ar systeantic the concept of the ultimate owner the top of each enterprise

error in employnent reporting or deficiencies in establishnent structure of related establishnents Every estabLishnent that

coverage checked the levels of esiploynent reported for is part of milti-establishnent enterprise in the 14t File

large sample of fines and found no evidence of over-reporting including the top should have pointer to the uitiaute

In order to analyze and suheequently eliminate the owner Using these pointers vs sorted the establishnent

discrepancy vs needed to clarify the organizational status of records into the enterprises to which they belonged and

each establishesnt and to group the estahlishsents into examined their enterprise level esploynent data

enterprises flui vs could complete the organizational The Tree File originally bad 3900X ultimate owner

strocture of each enterprise determine any enploynent records each representing the top of complex enterprise

reporting discrepancy within that firm correct the Most were the simplest form of complex enterprise i.e the

discrepancy appropriately and finally reaggregate the ultimate owner was headquarters with ate or core branches

establishnent enploynent data for each enterprise under it However anne enterprises each as ITE had as nairj

as 12X associated establishnents While relatively fee fines

III Enterprise Structure Enta in the DII File had nultilevel conpiex structures the greatest asnplexity

was in the largest hisinesses therefore their proper

The Tree File originally included data for over 9240X treatnsnt was essential to achieving accuracy in the data

complex establishesnts Nearly half of these establishnents Due to the coding schese used in the DII File parent

were branches of fines with headquarters at different records could only be identified as eadi if they were not also

location Branches are usually secondary locations headquarters or suFeidiarles However as result of Dun

frequently with different activity or product hit wnolly and Bradstreet editing error these recogaizable

owned and consolidated with the headquarters for accounting non-headquarters parent records had had their firm einpnymant

purposes headquarters is the primary establishient in figures replaced with establishnent euploynent data leaving

finn which has branches Thiugh occupying the sane location us no indication of the real size of the finn In order to

different divisions of company might be identified as check for internal consistency and to sumisrize the data for

separate branch estahUshnents if t1r have the each corplex enterprise cur analysis of cceplex fines had to

characteristics of separate hisineases Over 780X work from the hittan up to the ultimate owner

establishients were sulsidiaries which were separate legal

entities with their own accounting system hit were IV Correction of Inconsistencies

majority-owned 1y another estahlisheent the parent The within thnplex Establishnents

other 3900X ccnnpex establishnants were presunmd to be

parents and headquarters These represented beth the owners Before reorganizing the cooplex establishnent records into

of the branches and suheidiaries on the file and also smes family groupa for each firm it was necessary to ensure

headquarters establishnents wi-Ese branches were not reported logical consistency annng the organizational indicators and

on the DII File The 1111 File did not include foreige pointers within each establishnent record Nearly 1000X

suFeidiaries of donestic hisinesses and foreige eapinynent records showi evidence of imxniplete or conflicting

was not included in the total eniploynent figures for parent indicators and pointers We analyzed the sources of logical

companies Furthernure the Fill File did not include records inconsistencies in tie complex establishnent records and

for sales branches of manufacturing firma heever the devised conservative correction procedures In different

employees in these branches were included in total firm cases conservative neant either miniinjm change mininum loss

enploymant figures of data or miniinjm difficulty in future processing

The headquarters/branch relationship is relatively sinple We initially identified three distinct sources of

involving only two levels of organization In the branch inconsistencies

record eaploymant was reported for the branch location and Investigator errors in specifying indicator codes or

code was provided to indicate that it was branch along with pointers to parents and headquarters or keypunch errors in

pointer to the headquarters record The headquarters record transcribing these data

was coded as headquarters which implied that it had at Tine lags between the updating of estahlishnsnt data on

least one branch establishnent hit there was no indication the DII file and the updating of ultimate owner pointers

of he many branches it had nor were there any pointers to derived from the Dure semi-annual company affiliation update

its branches Each headquarters record reported figure for procedure
its enpinynent at that location establishnent empinymant as Past errors in computer prograimting or operation that

well as total enploynent which should be the sum of its own were either undetected or uncorrected

establishnant siploynent and that of all its branches If the The effects of these errors saimtines interacted to obecure

data were grouped 1r firm these enploynent figeres could be the primary problem

compared to see if all branches had been reported for each Alguritines which detected and corrected fifteen types of

headquarters See Section inconsistencies were used to make organizational pointers

The parent/subeidiary relationship is sore complex for two consistent with the organizational status codes Each branch

reasons First beth sulsidiary establishnents and parent record was required to have legitimate headquarters and

establishnents nay also be headquarters and have branches ultimate owner pointers legitimate defined as different from

under then Second parents nay also be suFsidiaries of other self Ahiut 390X records were coded as branches arid had

parents Coddental Petrolmim having nine levels of legitimate headquarters pointers hit either pointed to

parent/suhiidiary relationships is an extrene example of this theiaelves or to non-existent records as their ultimate owner

orgardzatiaial complexity For each sulsidiary record the The pointers were corrected for mist of these branches The

File reported the enploynent at that estabLishnent and if ranainder which lacked sufficient information to permit

it was also headquarters the total enploynent of itself and correction were converted to single nat-branches

any brandies One code in each record in the rift File Similarly each suFeidiary was required to have legitimate

indicated whether the establishnent was headquarters and parent pointer Most inconsistencies at this level were

another code sed whether it was subeidiary Each betwemi the parent and ultimate owner pointers
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Establishients which were neither branches mr sebsidiaries represent only that eat ahllshints aliploynEnt What there

but which had ultinate wner pointers were required to point was evidence that thes principles were violated we

to thaEe1es as ultinate osners reconciled the inconsistencies either bj aijusting the total

eaploynmnt fixres or br iaputing an additional branch

establishient

Analysis and hrrection of hterprise Structure Adjistnents to eaploynEnt total were needed under two

cirojntances The first type occured what arete
After the corrections had been applied to achiew internal establishnent aploynent was greater than reported anplDyannt

cmeisters in the codas and pointers the estahlishients on total In this situation the total enpinynent field was reset

the file were grouped into enterprises EstahUshient records to the sum of estabishnent aiplnynent The second type of

were ordered by ultinate aner branches and subsidiaries were adjuatnent occured what reported total eaploynent was Iarr
grouped tother within each enterprise The file was that than the arete eatahlishient aiployannt bit the

subjected to canpletaness analysis The first step was to difference was axisired too insigiificant to justify the

identify and extract topless enterprises at the file imputation of an additional branch establishnent This sisAl

topless enterprise was one with an establishient record on difference could be due to rouixthig of large aiploynent

the DM1 File corresporxling to the ultinate aa pointers in fires or to updating of enploynent fiires for sais bit ant

the nether establishients desiiated top or ultinate aner all of the estahlishnents in an enterprise The aiploynent

would ant base been grouped with its subsidiaries and branches difference was axisidered ireii.ficant what any of the

if it were in fact subsidiary of another establishnent folksd.ng were true

Erroneis or inoxiplate reporting in the family nembers oild aiploynent difference was two or less

prodace misplacenent of this type search was usda ariplnyneit difference was less than 10 and total

throuiout the tree file for the reported cMners which were anploynsnt was greater than 10X or

found for about 110X of the apparently topless enterprises enploynent difference was less than 100 and total

Their ultlnate ixner field was corrected to indicate the anploynent was greater than 1000 Iisiificant differences

actual ultinete csner instead of the establishnent mistakenly were corrected by resetting the total eaploynent to aregete

reported to be the ultinate aner establishnent aiplnynent

About 1200 establishient records in topless enterprises ri branch eatahLlshient was imputed whai it seensd

stifl ladood ultintete sJners Of these 74X estaltlisbntnt reasonable to assuse that the discrepancy in eaploynent

records were cxded as branches or subsidiaries bet were figeres arose fran the faihire to report separate

related to no other record fouxxl on the file These estahUshnent data for saix nxthers of the enterprise This

establishrent records were grouped by nujor industrial group occured wlseiewr anplnynxnt total was sigeificantly larger

two-digit SIC and an ultiimte azrxr record was imputed for than aggregete estahlishnsnt aiploynent Inputed branch

each of the 72 groupa Ahait 4500 establlshnsnts rennixied in records were giwn unique identifying nuithers arid the state

891 topless nulti-nxmber enterprises An ultinute nsner code the ultinate DUNS anther and the headquarters DUNS

record was crested for each of these topless enterprises The rLnnher of the top record in the family or sub-f anily Their

SIC code assigued to the imputed ultinate nsner record was SIC code and industry division were specified as thixe of the

that of the nxjor industry group accounting for the nest rest of the finn as whale determined by the rules used by

enploynent in the family All the enterprise family groups the Census Bureau for classifying enterprise data for County

thai had top establishient reported corrected or i.nputed Business Patterns Estahllshnent aiploynent for the new

The second step of the conpleteness analysis ccmprised the branch was set equal to the aiploynent discrepancy between the

eximination of each enterprise structure and the verification enterprise enploynent and the aggregete establishnent

of its esnership linkages The analysis was dune from the aiploynsnt so that it reaxiciled the two

bottom up first for each subsidiary that for the top level Thae principles for reconciliation of enploynent data by

of the enterprise diedt was nade to ensure that all adjistuent or branch iirputaticti were applied on two lewis

establishients pointed to by the branches in the family were First anplnynent reporting was reconciled in subsidiary

present arid were nsrked as headquarters Each subsidiary was groups that is parts of enterprises axisisting of

cheded to verify tint its inmediate patent was either another subsidiary headquarters arid its branches Thai the

subsidiary in the sane family or the top of the family Aij reconciliation for the ultinste aner was date using the sane

headquarters whfrh had an branches pointing to it and had principles on full enterprise basis

total asploynent equal to or ler than establlshnxnt Application of these principles at both lewis increased

euploynant had its headquarter status rewked The sane rules both the total number of establishnenta and the aggregete

were applied to the ukinete a.ner of the family ensuring auploynent levels At the subsidiary headquarters lewl
that if the top were coded as headquarters it had branches aiploynent was adjusted in 130X records arid 180X branch

pointing to it record coded as an ultiante aner which had records were inputed Processing on the full enterprise

no branch or subsidiary records pointing to it and which had basis another 1150X records had their aiploynent adjusted

equiwalent or kwer total eniploynent than establishient and 2020X branch records were inputed

anplcajnent was changed into single establishnent firm As

with all single establishient firns its total emplnynent was VII Ref inaeent of Branch linpotation

set equal to its establishient anploynent total of 6800
complex establishients were reclassified as single The procedure for imputing branch to each finn whcse

enployusnt data indicated incixplete reporting of neniber

VI nployusnt Mjustnsnt and estahlishnents did ant address the question of bmw neny

Imputation of Branches estahlishnants were not reported Indeed we studied sanple

of firms and were ant able to deduce any general rule to

Thatretically asploynent total in subsidiary estinete from each firmas data how nnny branches were missing

headquarters record sluild represent the aggregeted We did know that sales branches of nemfacturing firns were

establishment aiploynent of itself and all its brancha The not reported hit we axild not generalize about bmw many sales

total amploynent figure reported for the ultimate owner or top branches given firm should have We considered relating

of an enterprise includes all enploynent of all domestic size of imputed branches to size of reported branches for that

establishments owned by the top subsidiaries and branches firm hit that size often seamed ridiculously small and wld
The total maiploynent of ann-headquarters subsidiary should have hellooned the anther of branch establishments mernixisly
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Inspectiat of establishnant reporting for sample of fires decrease in eiplnyrent The Census ireaus definitiat gives

slxMed that as might have been expected Dun and Bradstreet us 25396 enterprises with 40043 establishnants and 10350X
freusntly reported relatively mmli central administrative esp1ees 3/

offices while not covering the large productive branch Ancther important enterprise variable is the enterprise

establishnents Ibis firm with 2000X mriployees might enploynent size class which we call firm size class This is

have reported fifty branches or sulsidiaries with an average simply ceded variable representing the total eniplnynent of

eamploynant of two hundred The 190000 enployees unaccounted the firm which after caipletion of the Tree file is the

for might wry well have been in 10 branches with 19000 actual simm of eatablishnent employuent in all the namber

eiiployees in each locatice It is certainly unlikely that it establishnents Having this datum in the record of each

wail.d really comprise 9E0 unreported branches with 200 establishnmnt belonging to complex family permits us filmily

eaployees each except perhaps in retail trade or services to amlyze easily and efficiently air entire file of

Desiguing raascrmahle scham for breaking up the imputed establishnant data classified by firm size It is usually

branches where appropriate was essential to enhancing the data this size class which is relevant to policy analysis Because

and preserving the statistical quality of the data General we have the completed Tree file and its associated

rules for the refinensnt of the branch imputation were establishne.nt file we can rxx camipute other enterprise

therefore necessary Thu level of empknsnt reported for characteristics that might be needed for special analysis

brandies differed censiderably by industry divisiam and by

total firm size Working from tahilatiams of average branch DC Special Uses of Fstahiishmsnt

size by enterprise employnant size class for each industry Deta with Associated Firm Deta

divisiai we estimated equatiams for branch size as function

of finn size Using this calculated branch size for The association of accurate firm size and firm industry

disaggregeting inputal branches has the advantage of avoiding division data with each estahlishnant record on the 1977 USFi
distortion of the reported estahlishmment size distrihutiam provides solid basic data set no Anarican hisiis

This calailated branch size for each firm with an imputed estabLishnents and fires Ideally this procedure wtulxl be

brais was used ant as the actual size of each imputed repeated for data from several other years and longitudiiml

branch hit to detennims the nunkmer of branches which should file deveinped We have already begun work cm data for the

be used to represent the emmploynmnt otherwise unaccounted for 1979 US1
The neither of branches imputed for firm was determined by Thu basic data set iw available is unique tail for

dividing the finns imputed emaploynent figure as represented analysis and for interpolation of data from other sources

by the aiploynant of the single imputed branch by the branch Because our estabLishmmsnt population is well defined and is

size calculated for that finn and rounding dawn to the nearest placed in the context of the awning enterprise for each

integer This an ackllticzmal branch would be imputed unless establishnsrmt U4 provides basis for ccriparisai of

the imputed employnent figure was at least twice the average otherwise rmn-canpannble statistics and franawork for

branch size for that size firm in that industry division disaggregetien of aggregeted data

Limit of one hundred imputed branches per firm was imposed to Cosider the question of determining the share of snmll

restrict imputation for the roughly 3X large fires with nest hisiness in total U.S hmsiiass in regicmal b.msiness or in

of their employnant uracccxmted for Fires with total particular industries Rather detailed data on eiploynmnt by

eaploynant less than twenty were limited to single imputed emplmasnt size class are available from several sources which

branch This technique allocated the original 2020X imputed would be useful for looking at this question Rcwever noat

brandies into 4280X branches of none appropriate size of these sources provide cmly establishimant basis data arid

have various limitatiams on their population coverage For

VIII linking Enterprise Deta to Establishment Deta each source the comparable population in the USFEM can be

defined arid factors can he calculated to convert

The final step in the developmmsnt of enterprise data was to establishnant distrihitiams to enterprise distrihmtiams at

compute the two nest camrmnly used enterprise characteristics whatever level of detail is desired

finn industry divisiat and firm enploynent size class For instance special tahilatiams of 1972 and 1977

These two descriptive data items were appended to the Unerploynant Insurance data on enploynant by enploynant size

establlshnant data for each namber of the firma class by industry were produced for the Snail Business

For employnent data audi as County Business Patterns the Administration SBA Tle tahulaticus shcx that net

Census Buream defis the industry division of an enterprise establishnsnt enploynant growth from 1972 to 1977 in all

as that industry division which accounts for the largest industries eept guwrnnsrmt and agriculture can he accounted

portion of the enterprises payroll Using emmployumnt as for as follows

prow for payroll we computed enterprise industry division

for each firm by sumnuing up establishmmsnt employmment Table

classified by the industry division of each establishments

priimnry SIC The firmns industry division is the ate 19721977 Net Growth in

comprising the largest portion of enploynant The mining EstabLishnant Fumploymmant

industry provides guod example of the impact of differing Fmploynant in Thamsands
definitions of finn industry If finn industry division were

defined as the industry division of the top establishnent of Eaploynant Faploymment Percent of

the firma miming would have included 25331 enterprises which Size Class Growth Total Growth

own 39885 establishnants with 188000 employees Wham the

Census Bureaifs empljnant lased definition was used nmxnj of 99 3807 51.7

t1e enterprises were reclassified as imamiifacturing 100 999 2604 35.4

especially the large oil companies whese refining and 10X 945 12.9

petrochemical hisinesses donirete their employnant

Additionally naay snail enterprises prinarily engaged in 7356 100.0

mining whise tops were in other industries were shifted into

this industry division by the applicatiam of this definition Source Special taixilatino of uapublished Unamploymmant
smell net increase in the numiter of enterprises and Insurance data prepared for Office of Advecacy of the

establishments resulted hit it was accompanied by dranatic SM in 1980
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The reporting unit for UI is uaiaily an establishnant hit we improved tie quality of estahlishnent data We corrected tie

are interested in anploynent grth distribited by firm size cmles and pointers for over 2000X canpiex establishnents

not establishient size For this papers definition of snail This enabled us to identify 120X establishnents with

b-isiness firm employnant under 1X we can use data from tie apparently msn-existent osning fixns and to create iirputed

USEI to convert this dlstribitiai into one of snail wrais tqs to represent their ultinute osrers The reported finn

large firm size empoynent figure was corrected for 195000 tep and su1si1isry

Table shs the distrilxition of mnploynant in the IJSFEM establishnants of cailsx finis Firefly we imputed over

for establishnants with faer than 100 employees by 420000 branches to 2000X fins to coripulsate for tie 19

establishnent eaploynent size class and by finn maploynent million establishnent erployees not accounted for

size class EstabUshmnts that have faar than 100 that the problais have been definad and the solutions

employees which belong to enterprises with rore than 1X tested the piocess of editing LXII files from other years and

employees we call pseudosnail The percentage of emil reconciling their establishnant and firm eniploynant will be

establishnonts that are actually pseudo-snail is surprisingly considerably easier Processing of data from other years is

high for the establishnants with letweni 20 and 100 employees necessary for tie rent level of research data ieiopnant

In Table notice that 32 percent of enploynent in snail laigitudiral establlshnant and enterprise data files which can

establishnents was actually in large fins If we assune that he used to study hesiness births and failures divestitures

this sploynent distrih.ition had not changed aiistantiaily and acquisitions and enterprise employnent changes

since 1972 and that tie grceth rate for snail estabUshnenta

was independent of their osnership then we can apportion U1s Table

.0 WL...LUIL ILj ebLdUL.LbLILu. 4.WyULU. I.UWUI LALUI

size This 32 percent of the grcwth in snail liisiness Establishnants with Feser Than 100 p.oyees

employnent 1.2 miLlion employees is attribitabie to large by Establishnant and Finn Eaploynent Size Class

fins and tie reiaining 2.6 miUiai is attrib.itable to snail

fins fle distrihitiai of ret grosth in ecpl.oyuent shosn by

UI data lecones 35 percent in snail fins versus 65 percent in Nuiber Pseudo-Snail True Snail PsejdoSnallJ

large firns Similar procedures can ha developed to transform Employees Finn 1X Firm 100 Total Total Snail

other establishmnt iased distrib.itions at any level of Employees Farployees Snuil Percent

disaggregatiar for any definition of snail hisiress

The proportion of snail establishnenta which are 0-4 710X 24028X 2473900 2.9

pseudo-snail differs isidarably in various industries 5-9 67500 8540X 9215X 7.3

Taking one hindred employees again as the upper limit for 10-19 132700 4778X 610500 21.7

snail hisinnas size Table shs this wristicn for the nine 20-49 1706X 2519X 4225X 40.4

industry divisions I1e three ithistries whose sail 50-99 825X 612X 14370 57.4

establishients arc rust dominated by large finis are mining

including petroleum industries transportation IUIAL 5243X 4047800 4572100 11.5

cariiunicatlore and peblic utilities and finance iimuance

and real estate In these industries abiut 20 percent of the

snail establislaents with nearly 50 percent of the eaploynent

in ail snail establishnants are red by large fins Large Eaploynent In Establishnanta

fins account for ahiut 30 percent of the snail establishnent by EstabUshnant and Finn Enpinynent Size Class

aspioynent in narvfacturing in wholesale and retail trade and Erploynant in Ttxxisands

in services Even in the industries with the lowest

proportiore of psardo-snalis under fair percent i.e Number Psejdo-iail True Snail PsaidoSnailJ
construction and agriailture forestries and fisheries Employees Finn 10 lirm 1X Total Total Snail

aibetantial anount of snail establishnent aiploynunt 14 Employees Employees Snail Percent

percent and 17 percent respectively is controiled by large

firs Einy attempt to analyze ecaunic behavior of firs 04 201 5716 5916 3.4

using establishnent enployoant data shcule take into acccsmt 59 450 5442 5892 7.6

these differences 1019 19X 6174 8074 23.5

2049 5168 7114 12282 42.1

nInaXy 50-99 5532 3889 9422 58.7

Canpleting tie estabishiententerprise association in tie 1ULAL 13250 28335 41585 31.9

1977 IFE24 has provided unique resource for ecrnomic

research on U.S hisiriess The cosprehensive population

coverage of the original LXII File nude the effort and cost of SWRE Versirn of USEEM V41U Table 35
correcting errors and inconsistencies and tie reconciling of

tire sploynent data worthahile The procedures ontlired in NOtE All estabUshiant aamts are nainded to nearest
this paper while having little apparent effect on the hmdred All enploynent fiires are nXed to nearest

aggregate data for fins and their spinyirant siguificantly tluisand
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Table W1NES

EstabUshiants with Feser Than 1X Snployees See U.S Eatabllshisot and Boterprise Microdata

by Fivn Eaploynant Size Class and Iiæzstxy Division USEEa Version File Eascription and also Ccnatasce

Mitchell ploynent Inputatica thxi Cainty Business

Patterns Methethlor and Production Statistics Woridng

Paejdo-SnaJ.l True Snail PsaidoinllJ Paper No Both are aveiJahle from the Snail Business

Industry Finn 100 1inn 100 Total Total Snail Microdata Project Eccaicntc Studies Program The Broddrigs

Division Eapioyees Frxployees Snail Percent Institution Washington D.C

Arox1nately 85 percent of the line on the file have

FIRE 95100 289900 394100 24.1 gross receipts data Associated data from other Dun and

MENIX 8200 29400 37600 21.8 Bradstreet data files have teen linked to the tnt File data in

1U 39200 144900 184200 21.3 USI to provhe data on fiveyear grosth of sales and

esploynent for ateut 24 percent of the firns Data from

WHI IRADE 720X 428900 500900 14.4 Bs F1IEXE1A1 Statesant File have teen linked with 22 percent

MNFt 57100 345800 4CQ9CX 14.2 of the USEE firns naking up an associated file that contains

SERVICES 92000 8498X 941800 9.8 eleven telarxe sheet and iomxa statasant veriables and up to

RET IRADE 1406X 1292000 1432600 9.8 five years of historical data for sales profits and net

verth

ACEIC 370 1038X 10761 3.4 Figures are derived from tahilatiais of the data in

arR 16200 554200 570400 2.8 Version of the interim file TREE.V3 11E.V5 and 1X9iM

1DTAL 52431 4047800 4572100 11.5

Employnent of EatahUshmnts with Fader than 100 ployees

by Finn Size and Industry Division

Eaplnent in TXsanda

PsaithSnall True Snail Psaido-SnallJ

Industry Finn 100 Pinn 100 Total Total Snail

Division ployees Eaployees Snail Percent

FIRE 1827 2014 3841 47.6

MINIXX 238 247 485 49.1

ICPU 1123 1164 2287 49.1

I1LSE IltAtE 1222 3024 4246 28.8

MNR 1969 4270 6239 31.6

SIRVICES 2945 5854 8799 33.5

RET IRADE 3327 8005 11412 29.2

RIC 111 55 661 16.8

489 3128 3617 13.5

IUIAL 13250 28335 41585 31.9

FIRE Fizanee Inauranca and Real Estate

lTPU Transportation Cainiinicstias Public Utilities

URE Version of USREM V4IKJ Table 35

tJ1E All establishient ommts are ronixied to the nearest

hmdred All enpioynent figures are minded to nearest

thamand
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RECENT TRENDS IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYMENT BY BUSINESS SIZE AND INDUSTRY

Bruce Phillips U.S Small Business Administration

INTRODUCTION whose employment declined between 197277 the

share of small business increased in or 69

The recent renaissance of interest in the small percent of them simple correlation coefficient

business sector has come about in part because 2l which is close to being significant
of the acceptance of small establishments as the Thus we come to the hypothesis that the small

creator of majority of new jobs in the United business share has recently increased faster in

States even during the recent 19741976 races declining industries than it has in growing
sion.- And while the size variable still is fre industries Whether in fact there is substi

quently considered matter of indifference in tution of small for large business in declining

the literature2 its importance is becoming industries will clearly depend upon many factors

increasingly well documented.34 some of which are discussed in the next section

Further recent studies on the small business sec HYPOTHESIS TESTS

tor indicate that- its contribution to overall

economic growth is declining in terms of its From the above discussions the more difficult

share of the NatIons GNP from 43 peroent to 39 question is determining vhat causes the share of

percent from 1963 to 1976 despite the growing small business to change by industry since it is

numbers of small businesses.5 Among the factors not highly correlated with employment growth
which have been put forth as causing this declin these factors are discussed below

ing share of GNP have included regulatory poli
cies and tax policies which discriminate against Profitability RP
small businesses the difficulties of smaller

businesses in raising capital and the lack of From the literature we learn that economists

compensation to small businesses for assuming the have long believed that investments in firms

risks of innovation and for the training of where the efficient or optimum scale of produc
workers for larger businesses among others tion is large yield higher rates of return than

Other discriminatory factors contributing to the where the optimum scale is small.7 The reason
decline in the share of GNP contributed by small for these differences across industries would

business have included the lack of adequate rep appear to be the quasimonopolistic capital cost

resentation of small business in the federal pro barriers to entry which increase with size.8

curement process Therefore within given industry it is not sur
prising that profit rates are higher in larger

The list of factors above while reasonably corn firms making it more difficult for small firms to

plete suffers from lack of quantification attract capital in this inequitable setting
because of the inability to access micro data
and the absence of pricing mechanism for some Has this hypothesized inverse relationship between
of the externalities listed above such as the firm size and profitability changed during the

cost of assuming the risk of innovation without recent past If anything it appears to be get
guaranteed return Employment data however at

ting stronger In recent study for the Office
least on an aggregate basis is one statistic of Economic Research of the Small Business Admin
which provides some insight as to those areas in istration Joel Popkin studied changes in profit
which the small business sector may be declining.6 type return of the small business sector between

1972 and l976 Popkins work first attempt
While small business share of total employment to study dynamics derives the share of gross
has remained virtually constant from 197277 product

originatin
in the small business sector

redistribution seems to be occurring away from from 1963 to 1976 Part of Popkins work was

mining wholesaleretail trade and services concerned with changes in profits during the 1972
toward the transportation sector manufacturing 76 recession which was concentrated in large con
and construction However the small business panies in durable goods manufacturing industries
sector is declining in those industries which

have had the fastest growth rates and which

also have been the traditional mainstay of small

businesses services and the wholesale/retail In Popkins work when the percentage of profits
sector We observe that in the fastest growing rose in the construction transportation commu
sectors of the economy e.g.forestry and agri nication and utility and service sectors between

cultural services coal mining crude petroleum 197276 for large business it fell in the re
refining insurance and most of the service

spective small business sectors Further when

sectors the growth in the small business share the share of profits remained constant in the fi
has been negative It is highly likely that nance insurance and real estate industry for

this negative growth will extend into the future large business it also fell in the small business

because the nonmanufacturing economy is growing sector Thus while we do not precisely under
at faster rate than manufacturing construction stand how the transmission of industry profits
and agriculture works from large businesses to small businesses

large profits in big corporations may well not
While the share of small business has not increas translate into profit gains in the small business
ed in 70 percent of the industries which are sector

growing nationally we find that in 13 industries
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Another recent study based upon Federal Trade Organization Survey and the 1977 Economic

Commission data during the 197476 recession Census to produce an eStimate of payroll per em
showed that in nondurable manufacturing particu ployee for companies of varying size.15 The pub
larly profits rose in large companies assets lished data have been tabulated for company

greater than $5 million and declined in small sizes those with less than 100 employees those

companies.-l Thus once again there may be with 100 999 employees and those with 1000
shift of profits and sales away from small or more employees Our hypothesis concerning

firms during recession This needs further the wage variable is that the share of small

testing Finally in some rate of return calcu business by digit SIC and the relative wage

lations for available digit industries from the rate vary inversely That is as more small con
IRS Statistics of Income we observe that the panies come to dominate an industry the wage

ratio of the return on equity of small to large differential between the small and large company

companies varies substantially by industry Fur widens

ther investigation will also need to be done to

see if this is direct result of varying amounts Let us see why this negative relationship might
of capital per unit of output across industries be true First of all in static situation

by size of firm consider that small firms are usually price

takers and that generally other things equal
In addition when historical micro financial data their benefit packages are lower medical care

becomes available in the future from our analysis might not be free in small firm for example
of the Dun and Bradstreet Financial Statement This will account for wage differential between

files further clarification of the profit rela small and large firms how this varies by indus

tive variable will occur.12 try may be function of such factors as the

degree of unionization in small vs large firms
Business Failures BF product differentiation and product mix within

the digit industries which comprise each major

While it is obvious that large percentage of digit cluster.16

business failures are normally associated with

small businesses the exact relationship between In the transportation sector the entry of small

the distribution of such business failures and trucking airline and local transportation corn

the share of small business by major industry panies an increasing share of the market might

is less well known In general changes in .the also lead to wider payroll differential between

share of small business and business failure may small and large firms Clearly however the

vary directly good example is found in con state of local labor markets product elastici
struction between 1972 and 1977 the small ties and other factors facing each size firm will

business share rose 2.5 percentage points while indirectly affect the validity of our hypothesis
the business failure share rose 4.2 percentage The wage variable used in our model and our other

points 6.4 percent in absolute terms data are available upon request from the author

There are however exceptions to the above gen The construction of this variable for empirical
eralization The small business share in manu testing deserves brief mention In most digit

facturing increased almost percentage points industries we were able to construct wage

between 19721977 while the failure rate de index of payroll per employee in establishments

dined in both absolute and percentage terms with less than 100 employees small business

Therefore while positive relationship between proxy relative to payroll per employee in estab

probability of failure and size may be found it lishments with more than 1000 employees large

is probably not so strong as previously thought business proxy or
The source for the business failure data by in
dustry is The Business Failure Record from Dun RW iind Ipayroll/emp1oyeeestablishmentp
and Bradstreet 1978.13

In another vein we may note the difference be
tween measured business failures from which

As expected in 56/68 or 82 percent of the indus
creditors lose money and all other business

tries for which data was available this ratio
failures which may involve nonpublic insol

was less than It exceeded mostly in select
vency but which are often not recorded in exist

ed mining and Service industries.17
ing statistics Thus it is often only the large

mature companies John Argentis type failures
Availability of Capital RKL

which make it into the statistics.14 Type
failures those that never really get off the

In most industries it is hardly surprising that
ground before failing and type those compa the capitaltolabor ratio for large firms is
flies that rise quickly to meteoric heights and

bigger than that for small enterprises However
fall just as quickly often never make it into

we hypothesize that the larger the share of small
anyones list of Statistics

business in given industry the wider is the

capitaltolabor ratio for small units compared to

RelativeWages RW
large firms.-8

For the first time the Census Bureau has recent
Consider for example an industry like hotels

ly combined information from the 1976 Company
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Where there are several larger firms which domi
to the small business sector

nate in specific tourist locations like

Hilton Sheraton or similar chain there may be
Contrasted with this view however David Birch

pressure upon small business to equip their units
reports that recently acquired establishments

similarly For example consider computerized acquired from 1969 to 1976 have higher death
reservation system or cable TV or inroom mov

rates and higher contraction rates after merger
ies as items smaller motel may have to offer

than before merger.21 In addition he reports
But where much of the location or industry is

acquisitioi doe little to mitigate the effects
dominated by small firms much of the additional

of recession.22
capital expenditures may be unnecessary This

argument could obviously be applied to many kinds
Given these conflicting views our hypothesis re

of businesses fast food franchises various
mains .thatsmalibusinessemployment shares and

manufacturing operations banking etc. incretsed.inergers and accluisitions are inverse

lyrelàred
The data we are using to attempt to verify our

hypothesis comes from the Source Book for Corpo Insufficient data are available to test this
rations from the Internal Revenue Service 19 We

hypothesis Wh however have used Mergers and
use corporations with assets between $1 and $5 Acquisitions 19721974 report by the Census
million to represent small business although Bureau of major industries covered in the 1972
this is bit high and corporations with assets Economic Censuses In Table of that report are
between $2550 million to represent large busi listed the number of establishments acquired by
nesses The capital stock data are really stocks

companies with 500 or more employees for the
and bonds e.g.obligationa issued by the corpo years 1972 1973 and 1974 We have chosen to
ration the proxy we use for labor costs consists

use 1974 as the latest available year
of the sum of salaries of officers of the corpo
ration contributions to pensions and profit

sharing plans and other employee benefit pro Clearly one must normalize most data to prepare
grams Direct wage and salary information is

it for econometric analysis In this case we
not available from the Corporation Source Books have used the number of establishments for sim

ilar industries from the 1974 County Business
Therefore the capitaltolabor relative may be Patterns Therefore the testable variable of
defined as

interest is

RKL SAPPS assets 1Sm

SAPPS assets 2550m Number of establishments in industry

acquired by companies of 500 employees 1974

Number of establishments in industry 1974where RKL capital to labor relative industry

stocks bonds other equity obligations As an alternative denominator we have also used
issued by the companies in industry by the numbe of establishmOnts with more than 500
asset size class employees Of course the expected sign on the

variable in the econometric tests below is nega
SA salaries of the officers of the corporation tive the larger the acquisition activity on the

in industry by asset size class
part of large firms the smaller the expected

small business share in that industry
pensions paid to employees of the corpo
rations in industry by asset size class Employment Growth EG

PS profit sharing monies paid to employees of
In section above we observed that the corre

corporations in industry by asset size
lation between employment growth by industry and

class
change in the small business share by industry

was negative and insignificant This is partic
Mergers and Acquisitions RA

ularly surprising because recent research has

shown that 2/3 of the new jobs created between
The seemingly obvious hypothesis would be that

1969 and 1976 were in small establishments.23
mergers and acquisitions adversely impact the

market share of small businesses because they In theory therefore one would hypothesize
sometimes eliminate locally based jobs and

positive relationship between general employment
transfer resources to the parent companies Some

growth and the small business share by industry
observers however disagree George Benston in

The problem therefore is the usual one of try
recently published study for the American En

ing to ans.er micro question with aggregate
terprise Institute concluded that in periods of data refined theory of employment growth by
inflation merger makes the purchase of capital establishment size awaits observations by mdi
assets cheaper helps spread the burden of regu vidual firm In the interim we observe only
latory and payroll taxes more evenly and en

proxy relationship Perhaps the segregation by
courages the founding of new businesses.20

nationally growing and declining industries
Therefore mergers in this view are beneficial

discussed in section III will be more helpful
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Tax Variable TRR could have been added as identities i.e profit

receipts less taxes less cost of goods sold

While it is not clear what the hypothesized rela but our profit relative variable RP is only

tionship between relative tax payments24 and the dummy variable and so an identity is not

share of small business employment ought to be it correct Equation thus becomes

may be reasonable to assume that when taxes are

discriminatory i.e small firms pay more than
2A

RP1 RKL TRR RINV RcGI

their proportionate shares the likelihood that
We might also argue that business failures should

business will fail or have lower profits in
be endogeneous in equation above and vary

creases As documented in recent study by the
inversely with relative profitability and posi

Wharton school25 small business firms face non
tively with employment growth e.g more new busi

corporate taxes which can be in excess of 50
ness failures

percent of the cash flow before taxes for large

firms the ratio is about onethird Therefore
ECI

the burden of noncorporate taxes is higher Thus business failures are function of demand
on average by 1/3 in the small business sector EC and derived demand RP Structural equation
Included in these taxes are license fees payroll therefore reduces to
FICA taxes and unemployment compensation among

others
SB BF RMAI

The relative tax variable TRR which is used in our and the order condition for identification is

modelling efforts is more fully discussed in the satisfied

econometric sections which follow Therefore the small business share business

failures and relative profitability are endogenous
ECONOMETRIC ANALYSES variables yielding equations with endogenous

variables In summary SB RP and BF are endog
Table and structural equation summarize the enous EG RW RIL RNA TRR RCG RINV are exog
above discussion of hypotheses Essentially enous
changes in the employment share of small business

are expected to vary inversely with each of the Related Studies
variables in Table except employment change

and business failures which are expected to vary It is certain that equations above are

positively with small business shares
structurally incomplete Profitability of com
pany for example varies by gross sales tax

SB RP BF RW RKL RItA ZI rates location extent of unionizatiorL and

host of other industryspecific factors.2 In
where SB small business share in industry addition the paucity of data constrains us mi

employment in establishments of
tially to crosssection approach for something

100 employees or less 1977 and that by nature is essentially time series
the other variables are as discussed

After these initial tests we will in future
above and listed in Table efforts specify time series model3or those

series for which data are available
vector of other exogeneous varia

bles to be discussed below Econometric Results

Identification and Reduced Forms
Equations above were first estimated

with stage least squares in three different
In examining structural equation it is possi ways The first was for all industries combined
ble that simultaneity exists For example one the second was for industries which grew faster

might hypothesize that relative profitability RP slower than the U.S average between 197277
is an endogeneous variable and should be related and the last was for industries in which the small

to those input factors and demand factors which business share grew more quickly more slowly
jointly determine it For example profit could than the U.S average 197277 Because of the
be function of relative wages RW the relative

disappointing results with 2SLS the equations
capitaltolabor ratio RKL and other exogeneous were reestimated with OLS
demand variables26 which we have not yet specified

in Thus In Table we observe that the best OLS all in

RW RKL zi dustry equation is the first one listed ThusRP
the small business share across all industries

On purely arbitrary basis we shall hypothesize rises .195 percent when general business failures

to consist of three relative variables Each of rise percent and falls .210 percent when

them is defined for firms of $250500 thousand in relative mergers and acquisitions rise percent
assets relative to the same variable for firms of This first equation explained 45 percent of the

$25SO million in assets These proxy small to variation in the small business shares and con
large business ratios and reflect measurable firmed the merger/acquisition and business failure

phenomena.27 The variables are taxes paid as hypotheses discussed above The elasticities

fraction of gross receipts TRR relative inven however were relatively small

tories RINV and relative coat of goods sold
We observe from Table that the merger and acquiRCG Each of these is expected to vary inverse
sition variable is only significant in fast growly with profitability since they are subtractions

from cash on hand.28 Obviously these variables
ing industries those in which employment growth
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between 19721977 exceeded thenationalaverage iall business industries generally nonmanu
and those industries in which the small business facturing bu with exceptions as noted above

share exceeded the national average.31 In the
when relative taxes paid by these companies rise

first case we mean industries such as coal mm percentage point interpret this to mean one

ing and petroleum refining air transportation of two things First because small firms face

transportation services finance industries ex higher tax rdens than large firms by about 40

eluding insurance and most of the service indus percent on erage in these industries an in
tries In the latter case are the industries al crease in taxes might be capable of being shifted

ready listed plus the addition of farming forward If this is true firms in these indus

wholesale and retail trade and most of construe tries face relatively inelastic demand curves
tion Clearly in equation the policy rele which of course is good On the other hand only

vant observation is that significant merger ac firms With positiVe profits pay taxes while

tivity is responsible for an amazing 80 percent
failing firms do not therefore this equatio

of the loss in market share in these fast growth might Simply indicate an ability to pay taxes
industries regardless of product elasticity It will be for

future research to distinguish between the two

In those industries one percentage point in
crease in mergers yields .42 percentage point

In the second equation of Table we observe

decline in employment shares very elastic nrase of percent in business
failures when relative tax payments rise per

Once again in Table we observe that in the centage point This might mean that in those

slower growing industries most of manufacturing industries in which the small business share is

general building contractors finance excluding
small part of mining manufacturing insurance

credit department stores communication utili hotel motion pictures communication utilities
tied transportation excluding air the merger

etc.3L the role of taxes in driving firms out of

and acquisition variable RHA1 does not appear to
business is much more critical.33 Perhaps the

be significant factor However the level of reason is that small companies in these indus

general business failures in this case is posi tries are price takers have small share of the

tively correlated with increases in the small markets in which thay operate face very elastic

business share We had already observed in part
demand schedules for their products and therefore

above that small businesses are growing in cannot shift taxes forward

industries with below average growth rates
From these observations it may be reasonable The policy implication is therefore to concentrate

that the small business share rises in declining
on tax neutrality by size class in these indus

industries when the overall business failure rate
tries first and study what percentage of total

increases because large corporations sell their costs are accounted for by taxes in these indus

unprofitable subsidiaries In addition persons
tries and the relationship or percentage of

with entrepreneurial talent who are forced to
taxes to other input factor costs

leave positions in large business corporations

during recessions may start small business be Relative Profitability

cause their own personal opportunity costs de
cline to virtually zero when they become unem Table indicates the most significant equations

ployed e.g or to the rate of unemployment corn- using the RP variable in single variable regres

pensation sions We note that the mean of the profit
variable is negative therefore positive

Subsidiary Hypotheses and Results coefficient indicates negative relationship
Several generalizations seeg possible from the

In equations 2A and above we had attempted to OLS regressions in Table

use the BF business failure variable and rela First from equations and in Table we

tive profitability RP variables endogenously in
observe that mergers and acquisitions generally

our 2SLS model Despite the relatively poor per lower profits in small businesses Thus in

formance of these equations we decided to re industries where the small business share exceeds

gress each of the dependent variables against the
the mean as in retail trade and services for

exogenous variables as above to see if any sig example percentage point increase in mergers

nificant relationships emerged from these simple
will lower profits about 1/2 percent This may

reduced form tests be because the loss of market power causes the

demand curve which the firm faces to shift and/or

In Table we display two OLS equations using BF to become more elastic in inflationary times

as the dependent variable and the tax rate This same profit loss phenomena accompanying inerg

relative variable TRR as the independent variable ers appears in industries also where the small

Of the two equations shown we note especially business share is less than the U.S average as

that the TRIt variable has different and sig in manufacturing loss of 1.5 percent with an in
nificant sign in each of the equations While crease in mergers of percentage point Thus
the equations themselves are barely significant as small business loses market power due to merg
let us try to understand what they might mean ers profits may also be expected to decline si

multaneously

In Table the first equation tells us to expect
decrease in business failures of 1.6 percent in In equations and of Table we observe

traditional that in the all industry and slow growth

industry cases one percentage point increase in
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taxes paid by small business relative to large
extent to which significant merger activity has

lowers the profit rate by 1/2 percentage points
lowered the small business employment share

across all industries and by percentage particularly in rapidly growing industries

points in Industries with smaller than average Further although some of the evidence has been

growth rate We observe as well the lack of sig conflicting we have seen that the higher

nificance of this variable in the case of rapidly
noncorporate taxes paid by small business

growing Industries however Our tentative ex relative to large business are regressive and

planation for this phenomenon is that perhaps
have led to lower profits and higher business

taxes can be shifted forward in rapidly growing
failures Finally we have also observed the

industries with relatively inelastic demand extent to which more capital is needed for small

curves while taxes cannot easily be passed on in firms to obtain larger market share in rapidly

more slowly growing industries which face more growing industries this was approximated

elastic demand schedules for their products through the use of capital to labor ratio

The irony of the above statement is that it Is in We concluded above that recessions increase gen

the most rapidly growing industries in which eral business failures and have also noticed

mergers and profit declines seem to occur in small but significant increase in the small

these Industries however high taxes be business share in many industries when general

less important factor in explaining why busi business failures rise once again the re

nesses fail than in the more mature industries lationships between overall employment growth

like parts of manufacturing finance and mining
the small business share across industries and

where in many cases small business already has general business failures could not be adequate

small market share e.g mergers and acquisitions ly modelled in this paper because the business

cannot reduce it much more failure data was not size specific

In general the tax rate relative variable TRR Obviously this paper is the start of much

In some other stepwise equations contributed larger research effort Much retesting and re

toward our being able to explain about 80 percent
formulation remains to be done as better time

of the total variation in the profit relative series data becomes available Among the issues

RI variable In the case where the small busi suggested for further study in this paper are

ness share exceeded the mean for example TRR the merger and acquisition effect on small

explained 35 percent or about half the total of business profits and market shares reformula

68 percent of explained variation And all of tion of the tax variable to include federal

the equations in which this variable was sig income taxes and study of the effects of

nificant had large negative elasticities specific types of taxes on small businesses and

associated with them to obtain business failure data by size of firm

Our final observation from Table is associated ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Unfortunately this data is not tabulated by

company size
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The limitations of our major employment data These data are tabulated for all employees in

source for small businessthe Unemployment the company regardless of hours or weeks

Insurance U.I system of the Department of worked

Labor need to be mentioned so as not to create

misinterpretations First the system includes

all private wage and salary workers and ex
cludes all selfemployed persons and government
workers Therefore any implications regarding 16

the growth or decline of small businesses are These kinds of offsetting effects are noted by

made without reference to the selfemployed Stanley Masters in An InterIndustry Analysis

Secondly regarding the currency of the data of Wages and Plant Size Review of Economics

1977 rather than 1978 has been used because of and Statistics 51 August l969pp 340345
the lateness of reporting of several states Masters notes that higher quality labor might

Lastly the data is plagued by an SIC coding be needed in small firm leading to higher

change after 1975 196972 data are tabulated wages but such factors as higher capital in
on 1967 SIC codes 197578 data are tabulated tensity more regimentation and more union

using 1972 SIC codes but data had to be re ization may also bid the wage up in large

tabulated using the consistent 1972 SIC codes firms

to make absolute comparisons at the digit

level 17

The variable was derived from Table of the

U.S Bureau of the Census County Business

W.J Baumol Business Behavior Value and Patterns 7754 Enterprise Statistics

Growth New York 1959 Quoted in Marshall GPO 1979
Hall and Leonard Weiss Firm Size and

Profitability Review of Economics and 18

Statistics August 1967 pp 31931 The The author is unaware of any studies which have

latter contains bibliography of such studies looked at precisely this formulation

19

Hall and Weiss Ibid 326 Their study uses Internal Revenue ServiceSource Book

data for the 400 top companies Statistics of Income1975 Corporation

Income Tax Returns publication 1053

IRS 1/79
Popkin op cit

20

10 George Benston Conglomerate Mergers
The five components of gross product originat Causes Consequences and Remedies_AEI Wash

ing are employee compensation capital con ington D.C July 1980 pp 316
sumption allowances indirect business taxes
net interest and profits The profit share 21

therefore is the residual left over after the David Birch and Susan MacCracken op cit
first four components have been subtracted 52
Popkins study defined small businesses as

those with less than 500 employees 22

Ibid

11

Meir Tamari Monitoring the Behavior of Small 23

Manufacturing Firms in the Recession Pre David Birch The Job Generation Process

pared for the SBA Office of Economic Research Center for Neighborhood and Regional Change
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology 1979

These terms are defined in Eric Kohier

24 Dictionary for Accountants 5th Edition

In the model developed below noncorporate Prentice Hall 1975

taxes are expressed as fraction of gross

receipts in asset size classes $1$5 mu 29

lion and $25$50 million The data is from See for example George Eddy The Small

the Corporation Source Book of the Internal Business Owner What It Takes to Succeed
Revenue Service for 1975 Texas Business Review JulyAugust 1979

25 30

Hans Stoll and James Walter Tax Incentives for At this time RW and RMA are only available at

Small Business Heller Small Business Institute year intervals BF is produced annually with

Policy Papers Wharton Philadelphia incomplete coverage and SB is vai1able only

Pennsylvania 1980 for years 19691972 and 19751978

26 31

Preliminary correlations between RKL and RW The growth rates of these industries are

were tested to avoid collinearity problems all available from the author
were negative and insignificant

32

27 This list is not meant to be exhaustive the

As discussed in more detail below these vans actual data is available from the author

bles come from the IRS Source Book for Co
orations Equation is more useful in corn 33

pleting the specification of our model rather Tax payments are about 12 percent higher on

than including variables per se to test average in the small firms than in large firms

specific hypotheses However due to the

structure of the model that becomes the end

result 34

Because the HP variable has negative mean
28 e.g negative change in profit relative all

Relative inventories to large extent reflect of the signs on the regression coefficients in
demand conditions Generally the larger the Table appear to be the opposite of what they
inventories held by company the lower its really are
current demand and the lower its profits For

further information see E.S Mills Price 35

Output and Inventory Policy New York Wiley The results with the RKL variable were not

1962 significant in slow growth industries
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TABLE

Sunnary of Hypotheses to be Tested in National

Small Business kx1e1 Small Business Equation Only

Expected Sign Neuimnic

Eloyuent kowth EG

lŁlative Profitability

Business Failures BF

Flative Wage

lŁlative Capital-lb-Labor
1tio IL

MergerAcquisition 1lative R4A

TABLE

Significant OLS 1gression Coefficients With Small Business Share SB
as Depeedent Variable

Dependent/Independent

Industry

Type Constants R4A1 BF R2

All industriesl 38.0809 5.1348 4.3371 .4523 13.6

.21 .195

All industries2 36.1779 4.8625 .2830 16.2

.218

84.8959 132.5927 .8048 28.9
Fast growth3 .42

Slow growth4 32.1928 4.6744 .3229 12.9

.214

Small Business

Share

Exceeds Mean5 83.3293 121.5988 .3650 8.6

.12

Small Business

Share Less

than Mean 24.0630 2.8138 .1660 4.4

.104

Note Elasticities at the respective nears of the variables in parenthesis omitted variables
riot iiciuded in the respective equations

-A1l variables significant at .05
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TABLE

Significant OLS Igression Coefficients With Business Failures BF as

Dependent Variable a/

Dependent/Independent

Industry Type Constants TRR i2

Small Business 9.2898 4.5622 .234 4.6

Share Exceeds 1.642
Mean

Small Business 2.2721 3.1631 .195 4.8

Share Less 3.190

Than Mean

Note Elasticities in parenthesis variables rot included in the respective equations

4ll variables and equations significant at .05

lBLE4
Significant 012 IŁgression Coefficients With Profit lŁlative as

Dependent Variable

Dependent/Independent

Industry Type Constants 1Al R4P.2 TRR ir2

Small Business .5631 .290 6.1

Share Exceeds .0426 2.341
Mean

Small Business

Share Less .0051 .00053 .892 223.8

Than Mean 1.4571

.233 5.5

Fast growth .0104 .0221

industries 2.64

All .0709 .0697 .212 8.1

industries 4.55

Slow growth .0885 .0934 .303 9.1

industries 2.99

i/All variables and equations significant at .05

Elasticities in parenthesis cnitted variables rot included in the respective equations
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DISCUSSION

Norman Frumkin Office of Management and Budget

The five papers cover wide range of new or rapidly growing small firms have

activities in the small business data base spurts of hiring new people they also are

work and consequently have been highly less financially capable of withstanding

selective in commenting on few broad economic hard times and if better data on

issues business failures were available part of the

initial increase in employment might be shown

It will probably be two to three years before to be short-lived

some substantive analysis for policy

questions can be made from the data base Catherine Armington and Marjorie Odle

This is long time but when we remember describe the actual work in developing the

that the small business program was started micro business data file This is done using

few decades ago when Truman was President it the Dun and Bradstreet business lists because

doesnt seem so bad This will be the first of the confidentiality of name and address

time there will be basic trend data organized lists used in Ooverrrent data collectiOn

systematically for assessing the overall programs It is complex work involved with

dimensions of the relationship and sensitivitY tracing the parent firm ownership of branches

of small business to the rest of the economy and subsidiaries and in accounting for

substantial differences in employment between

The authors use different definitions of the the establishment file of 65 million and the

cutoff size for small business e.g firms enterprise file of 80 million It is the

with less than 100 or 500 employees have been core of the longitudinal data file and is an

designated as small business have impressive effort in processing masses of

simply adopted whatever definitions were used diverse records into consistent framework

in comenting on the individual papers The file so far has been developed for 1977

However new statistical standard for and it is expected this experience will

business size data which will briefly note make the file development for later years

at the end takes neutral position on small much easier

business definitions
have question on checking the overall

Bruce Kirchhoff and David Hirschberg discuss coverage of the Dun and Bradstreet lists It

the Small Business Administrations overall would be useful to have statistical

plan for the data base Their focus is on comparisons of these files with the Internal

developing micro data base i.e Revenue Service and Bureau of the Census

longitudinal data file that follows the business size information At minimum it

progress of the same group of firms over would give the user some overall guide to

time agree that being able to observe gaps and divergencies from more complete

gross changes in company fortunes ranging lists and it also might provide the

from growing to larger businesses to going capability for revising the file

into bankruptcy gives much better insight

into workings of the real world than Joel Popkin developed an annual time series

conventional data which summarize the net end on the proportion of the gross national

result of these dynamic changes into the product GNP accounted for by business firms

shares of business accounted for by firms of with up to 500 employees This is consistent

various size The conventional end result with the GNP by industry series of the

data are important but they do not have the Department of Commerce and is the first time

analytic power of the longitudinal such information is available The data

information development required considerable amount of

piecing together diverse statistics from the

The paper raises the anomaly appearing in Internal Revenue Service IRS and Census

existing data that the small business sector Bureau It is thoughtful work of

accounts for declining share of overall estimating for missing and inconsistent data

business activity and yet generates high The time series runs from 1955 to 1976 but

proportion of total employment growth While the most reliable information is for the

it can be conjectured that this may reflect economic census years of 1958 1963 and

something real such as shifts of small 1972 estimates for 1977 will also be done

business to more labor intensive industries The 1967 census year was not included because

think it is equally likely that it is key data item on receipts per company from

caused by quirks in the data For example the IRS Statistics of Income was not

data on business failures are suspect and available in that year
better information on firms going out of

business could also result in the anomalys

being statistical illusion Thus although The estimated longterm trend of the small
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business proportion of the GNP declined from subject of new study by the Federal banking

51-52 percent in 195$ and 1963 to 4948 agencies Thus think there will be

percent in 1972 and 1976 Depending on the longrun benefits in starting the analytic

reference points used the decline ranges work now by focusing the data base

from two to four percentage points However development on problem areas and giving

because of the problems with the data head start to policy analyses when an

would not cite this as evidence of decline adequate time series of the micro data file

think there is enough margin of error to is available

infer that the proportion has been stable at

one-half of the GNP This is contribution will end with one other aspect of the data

we now know essentially what it is and base development This is the formulation of

that it is not one-third or threefourths of comparable business size categories by number

the GNP In terms of additional insights if of employees sales or assets for Federal

more detailed industry data are now available agencies to follow in tabulating business

beyond the nine broad industry categories size data new Government-wide standard

that were published it would be interesting for tabulating statistical data on business

to see what industry mix shifts between small size was developed as part of the work of the

and larger businesses have occurred within interagency committees on small business

each of the broad categories statistics The standard does not designate
size categories as small medium or

Vito Natrella pointed up the confidentiality large but rather provides the basis for

restrictions limiting the use of Government uniform tabulations by all agencies and

data for the micro data file This is the allows the data user to decide which

reason the Small Business Administration has designations are appropriate It also has the

relied so heavily on the Dun and Bradstreet property of reducing distortions in the size

files Various proposals have been made that distribution of firms due to inflation which

would amend existing legislation to give arise from the fact that when firm size is

selected agencies access to data with strong measured by the dollar value of sales or

safeguards against leaks of individual assets an upward shift from one size

company data This would be an advance by category to the next occurs simply because

having more consistent data among agencies as inflation raises the values of sales and

well as reducing reporting burden However assets Use of an approximately logarithmic

it also involves broader public policy scale in which the successive size class

issue which is the perception that regardless intervals increase by an approximately
of the safeguards there is the potential for constant factor reduces the tendency for

misuse This issue will have to be explained inflation of dollar values to alter

satisfactorily to the Administration and distribution shapes Of course this problem

Congress in order to get new legislation does not exist when firm size is measured by

number of employees The standard was
Bruce Phillips analyzed possible causes of developed by Jerry Coffey of the Office of

shifts in employment and business activity Management and Budget and is expected to be

associated with small business He made included with other Government standards for

imaginative use of existing data and drew statistical data

tentative interpretations on the role of

mergers and taxes Because of severe data

limitations such as reliance on NOTES AND REFERENCES
cross-sectional data in the absence of time

series and problems noted earlier with Norman Frumkin and Jerry Coffey were with

business failure data it would be premature the Department of Commerce when these

to use the analyses for policy formulations corwnents were given

Despite the problems with the data this .work The fifth paper by Joel Popkin entitled

is suggestive of future types of analyses Measuring Gross Product Originating in Small

including the use of supplementary Business Methodology and Annual Estimates
information One variable that would be 1955-1976 No PB81 211799 is available from

interesting is the availability of bank the National Technical Information Service Sales

credit to small business which is the Desk 5285 Port Royal Road Springfield VA 22161
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